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Homiletics Training 
 
Picture a large auditorium, a capacity crowd.  The look on their faces is one of rapt 
attention, the atmosphere is electric, at times you could hear a pin drop, at other times 
the people burst into thunderous applause or enthusiastic response.  The crowd is 
spellbound, some laugh, some cry – there seems to be a profound encounter taking 
place.  Standing in front of them is a person full of the Word of God weaving his (or her) 
words like a fine tapestry under the anointing of God, holding their attention and drawing 
them deeper into the picture he is painting.  When the message is over the hearers are 
spurred by the Holy Spirit to respond – the crowd surges forward in answer to a call to 
salvation and deeper commitment to the awesome God to whom they have just been 
introduced, eagerly experiencing a life changing encounter with Christ through the Holy 
Spirit. 
 
Sound good?  Would you like to be part of that picture?  Do you dare to believe that God 
could use you in such a way?  IT CAN BE DONE! 
 
Homiletics can be described as the art of preaching – the ability to explain scripture, 
offering practical guidance in a pertinent, memorable and impactful way. 
 

Introduction – Why Preaching? 
 
God has ordained that preaching should be one of His primary means of communicating 
His Good News to men.  As such, preaching is a vital and powerful part of the church’s 
curriculum.  The emphasis of Body Ministry in the 1970’s and 80’s moved away from formal 
preaching because “one had a testimony, one a revelation…” and so the service 
became an open time of sharing.  This is biblical and vital in any service; small group or 
corporate meeting, but this should not be at the expense of prepared preaching.  The 
time has come for preaches in the tradition of John the Baptist, Paul, Elijah, Jonah, to 
speak the Word of God into the Church and the nations.  Will you be one of these? 
 
God only had one Son and He made Him a preacher.  CH Spurgen said, “If God has 
called you to be a preacher, don’t stoop to becoming a king!”  A revival, renewal and 
restoration of Word-based Prophetic Preaching have accompanied every revival, 
renewal, or restoration in the history of the church.  Will you accept the challenge? 
 
Homiletics is a tool in the hand of the preacher, to be used by him.  We must never allow 
ourselves to become slaves to a set method of preaching, illustrating, or preparing.  NB:  
the tail must not wag the dog!  We must continuously be trying new, creative, Spirit-led 
homiletics, up to date and in tune with our audience.  Continually striving to keep fresh, 
presenting God’s Word in attention grabbing ways! 
 

So The Act Of Preaching Should Be An Act Of Worship, Over The Text As The Preacher 
Exults In The God Of The Word. 

 

So here we are then, now what? 
 
I trust that your heart has been stirred, not only by the importance the Father places on 
preaching but also by the challenge to be part of something so close to His heart. 
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Over the duration of this training we aim to combine Doctrinal foundations and down to 
earth skills with practical exercises i.e. on the job training, yes, you too will be expected to 
preach in front of all of us here! 
 
Rick Warren says, “people who are willing to train for extended periods BEFORE beginning 
to serve are usually not very effective when they finally start serving.  They tend to be 
professional students who enjoy learning about ministry more than doing it.” 
 
We must move away from bless me, couch potatoes, getting fat with the latest  teaching 
to muscle-rippling, fine toned bodies, impatiently straining for action, ready to bless others! 
 
Topics we will cover: 
 

§ Bad news, Good news, Great news. 
§ What to aim for. 
§ The validity of preaching. 
§ The vehicle for preaching. 
§ Before you move your lips – message, audience, method, messenger. 
§ Preaching as a form of communication. 
§ Preaching styles – more than one way to skin a cat. 
§ Communication imperatives. 
§ The preparation of a sermon. 
§ Objective based preaching. 
§ The SCORRE method. 
§ How to talk “gooder”. 
§ Physical preparation – notes, body, voice, language, dress. 
§ Anointing – how do I get it! 
§ When the wheels fall off. 
§ All dressed up and nowhere to go. 
§ Summary. 

 
So don’t sit back!  Fasten your seat belt and get ready for the rollercoaster ride of 
Homiletics Training. 
 

BAD NEWS, GOOD NEWS AND GREAT NEWS. 
 
You may be thinking this is impossible, I could never do it and why am I here anyway, you 
may even be dreaming up an excuse to get out of the next session, never mind the 
session when you have to preach!  Before you run out screaming, I have news for you… 
 
Bad news:  Excellent communication skills come only as a result of very hard work.  Some 
find it easier to talk in front of an audience than others do, but no-one is naturally born with 
the gift of being an excellent communicator.  These skills must be developed.  Effective 
communicating is so challenging that the work is never done.  There’s always room for 
improvement.  Our goal is to see you apply this training time to whatever level of *talent 
you feel you have.  Add much hard work, and begin to grow into the excellent 
communicator God has called you to be.  *Matthew 25:14-30 
 
Good news:  Good communication can be learnt.  By applying the principles of 
Homiletics, you can develop into excellent communicators in a relatively short period of 
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time.  What has taken others years to learn from experience, we can learn from their 
mistakes in a few days and put to work immediately. 
 
Great news:  Excellent communication is 50% heart.  Imagine listening to two pianists of 
equal ability, one playing technically correct, the other with feeling and heart, which has 
a more profound effect on you?  This cannot be learnt, but comes as a result of God 
gripping your heart with a subject of message and you delivering it with passion and 
conviction. 
 

WHAT TO AIM FOR. 
 
Over the coming weeks we will become better communicators and preachers.  Much of 
our development will come from sober assessment from yourself, your spouse and just 
about everyone else who heard you. 
 
We will use the following “crit sheet” to evaluate our performance so study it now and as 
we deal with the how to, you should see it all slotting into place.  If you prep yourself 
according to the crit, your message will immediately become better! 
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SPEAKING/PRESENTATION SKILLS - EVALUATION SHEET 
 
Name: __________________  Date: ________________ 

SUBJECT TIME COMMENTS 
 TARGET ACTUAL  
    
 
CRITING CRITERIA COMMENT 
A. DELIVERY: 
Voice 
Volume - loud enough? varied? 
Pitch - varied? Use of emphasis? 
Speed - varied? Too fast? 
Pause - correct? Urns and aahs? 
Diction - clearly understood? 

 

Hands and Mannerisms 
Distracting? Too rigid? 
Idiosyncrasies needing to be tamed? 
Expression (smile, enthusiasm)? 
Passionate? 

 

Audience Contact 
Were they involved? 
Did it interest? 
Did it relate to audience?  
(adults, youth, children) 

 

B. CONTENT: 
Introduction 
Signposts? 

 

Main Body 
Interesting/ informative? 
Was it Biblically accurate? 
Clear signposts? 

 

Conclusion 
Summary? 
Final thought? 

 

Language 
Use of irritators? 
Simple and clear? 

 

Timing 
Within target? 

 

Notes 
Used correctly? Distracting? 

 

Visual Aids/Illustrations 
Good to look at? 
Used correctly? Relevant? 
Did it add to message? 

 

Challenge (Selling/Perstiasive 
stepping stones) 
Does it challenge me? 
Does it make me want to change? 

 

 Overall Impression 
5 = Excellent,     4 = Good,     3 = Fair,     2 = Can Improve,     1 = Must Improve 
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1   THE VALIDITY OF PREACHING – IS IT WORTH THE EFFORT? 
 
1 Cor. 1:17 "For Christ did not send me to baptise, but to preach the gospel - not with 
words of human wisdom, lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its power." 
 
1 Cor. 1:18 "For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to 
us who are being saved it is the power of God." 
 
1 Cor. 1:21 "For since in the wisdom of God the world through its wisdom did not know 
him, God was pleased through the foolishness of what was preached to save those who 
believe." 
 
1 Cor. 1:22-24 "Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom, but we 
preach Christ crucified: a stumbling-block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, but to 
those whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the 
wisdom of God." 
 
Cor. 2:1-5 "When I came to you, brothers, I did not come with eloquence or superior 
wisdom as I proclaimed to you the testimony about God. For I resolved to know nothing 
while I was with you except Jesus Christ and him crucified. I came to you in weakness 
and fear, and with much trembling.  My message and my preaching were not with wise 
and persuasive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power, so that your faith 
might not rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power." 
 
Cor. 2:15 "For we are to God the aroma of Christ among those who are to be saved and 
those who are perishing." 
 
2 Cor. 2:17 "Unlike so many we do not peddle the word of God for profit. On the 
contrary, in Christ we speak before God with sincerity, like men sent from God." 
 
Acts 20:20 "You know that I have not hesitated to preach anything that would be helpful 
to you but have taught you publicly and from house to house." 
 
Acts 20:24 "However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, if only I may finish the race 
and complete the task the Lord Jesus has given me - the task of testifying the gospel of 
God's grace." 
 
All people, saved and unsaved, need to hear from God.  These scriptures and others, 
show that preaching is not only a valid means for God to reach out to man, but that 
preaching is imperative to salvation, maturity and pushing back the boundaries of 
darkness and seeing His Kingdom established. 
 
“Conscientious biblical preaching is an indispensable necessity for the glory of God and 
the glory of His church.”  John Stott 
 
“Preaching is not just an option for those silver tongued fellows, with the gift of the gab 
and an infliction of the preachers itch.”  DJ Reed 
 
“The way to hell may be wide, but the Father has planted the Cross squarely in the centre 
of that road and that people have to squeeze past it to enter into hell.”  Terry Kruger 
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People are rushing full tilt into hell and must be stopped in their tracks by hearing from 
God, but unless we, through preaching make them aware of what they’re doing, they 
may just squeeze past without even realizing what they have done! 
 
1 Peter 4:10-11  “Each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, 
faithfully administering God’s grace in its various forms.  If anyone speaks, he should do it 
as one speaking the very words of God.  If anyone serves, he should do it with the strength 
God provides, so that in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ.  To Him be the 
glory and the power for ever and ever.  Amen.” 
 
Three convictions of God 
 
Those God would use to preach, need the following convictions about who God is, the 
kind of God we believe in determines the kind of sermons we preach. 
 
 
1. God is light, He wants to be known. 

Every preacher needs the assurance and encouragement this brings.  Seated before us 
are people in a wide variety of states, some estranged from God, others confused, 
even bewildered by the complexities of life, still others covered with the darkness of 
unbelief and sin, blinded by the prince of darkness. 
 

2. God has acted, He has made Himself known. 
He has taken the initiative to reveal Himself in deeds, generally in creation, specifically 
in redemption.  God has planned a rescue mission whose outworking is central to 
human history, and we can be part of it.  Not only has He acted but will continue to 
invade our experience wherever there are faithful, faith-filled men and women who will 
allow Him free reign. 

 
3. God has spoken, He has explained His actions. 

By the Living Word – Jesus, the Written Word – the Bible, and the Spoken Word – 
prophesy and prophetic preaching. 

 
God is living, redeeming and self-revealing.  As we preach we must be convinced that we 
are bearers of a divine message. 
 
 
RECAP 
 
DEFINITION OF HOMILETICS  
 
Art: is your creative ability (your personality, you), there is no right or wrong way. Be 
yourself. R.T. Kendall: “If you imitate a man’s anointing all you end up with is his 
idiosyncrasies.”  
Science: relates to what works and what does not work (i.e. principles of communication, 
use of gestures, eye contact etc.)  
 
 
DEFINITION OF PREACHING  
Preaching is a presentation…..  
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Of the ______________________  WORD (JESUS)  
From the ____________________ WORD (BIBLE)  
By the ______________________  WORD (SERMON)  
 
Preaching is the communication of God’s _________ , by God’s __________.  

 
THE PURPOSE OF PREACHING  
a. to  i) the mind  

ii) the heart and  
iii) the will to apply God’s truth  

 
b. to promote  
 
c. to  i) capture ___  

ii) clearly ___  
iii) convincingly ___  
iv) produce ___  

 
d. to God  
 
NOTE: These goals / purposes are accumulative. To be clear you must also be interesting. 
To persuade you must be all of the above. To produce behavioral change you must be all 
the above.  
e. _____________________ - to get people to decide for Christ  
f. -_____________________ - to equip, edify, teach, develop  
g. _____________________ - to correct incorrect doctrines, address issues / events / crises 

 
 
 
FILL IN THE BLANKS  
 
1. Homiletics is the science and art of the preparation and delivery of sermons  

 
2. Living, Written, Spoken  
 
3. Truth, servant  
a.  i) Instruct  

ii) Stir  
iii) Motivate  

 
b. Clarity  
 
c. i) Interest ii) Explain iii) Persuade iv) Change  
 
d. Glorify  
 
e. Evangelism  
 
f. Christian growth  
 
g. Confrontation  
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2   THE VEHICLE FOR PREACHING – THE PREACHER. 
 
1) The preacher must be born again. 

The preacher’s job is to call men to be reconciled to God; truth demands that he 
knows what he is talking about. 

 
2) The preacher must know the Word of God. 

We must have some experiential knowledge of the Word of God.  Preaching is not 
saying what we want to say, or what people want us to hear.  It is the proclamation of 
what God has in mind to say to the people who are sitting there.  The truth must be 
working in the preacher’s life before he lays it before his congregation. 

 
3) The preacher must be hearing from God. 

The life of a Christian is not a static one, but dynamic, so the preacher who is called by 
God to speak directionally to others must be able to hear God himself. 

 
4) The preacher must be living a life of obedience to God. 

In order to be able to speak directionally and with conviction to others, he must be 
working out the principles and concepts he preaches in his own life and home. 

 
5) The preacher must be living a life of balanced godliness. 

When the preacher becomes known to his hearers, what he preaches must be 
confirmed and augmented by what his hearers know him to be.  He must walk the talk.  
You create your own credibility. 

 
6) The preacher must be a man of prayer. 

In order to be hearing God, the preacher must spend time at the feet of his Master.  
The devotional time of the preacher must be the time when he lays his soul bare before 
his God, and when God communicates with him.  He must not drift into a prayer life 
that is functional and professional i.e. the only time he prays is when he is asking God 
for a sermon, or when he is praying for “his” church.  A preacher must pray for God to 
give him the word for the occasion, and he must pray for his congregation, but his first 
priority in prayer must be his own relationship and love life with the Father.  Dudley 
Daniel gives this guideline, pray for two-thirds and prep for one-third of your time. 

 
7) The preacher must be qualified in terms of 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1. 

Though the preacher may not always be an elder, the qualifications for eldership 
should be applied to the preacher.  Preaching involves leading people somewhere.  To 
lead you must go ahead and show the way. 

 
8) The preacher must live a life of brokenness. 

Brokenness is what characterised the preaching and the life of Paul.  To die well, lay 
down own defence, for example Jesus’ trial.  The preacher that knows nothing of true 
biblical brokenness (or humility) will never be able to comfort the sorrowing or those 
broken by the wiles of the devil, or in the hand of the Lord.  When bringing biblical 
rebuke or exhortation to people, the harshness in the attitude of the unbroken 
preacher will only serve to make the rebel’s rebellion seem legitimate. 

 
9) The preacher must be a man who lives in fear of God, fear of God more than fear of 

man. 
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Proverbs 29:25 “The fear of man brings a snare.” 
The man who lives in the fear of men will not have the courage to preach the things 
that man must hear.  The fear of the Lord is the best cure for the fear of man.  The fear 
of the Lord is also a motivation to overcome shoddiness or laziness in the life of the 
preacher.  It is also, a motive to overcome temptation and besetting sins. 

 
 
10)  The preacher must know the ways of the Spirit of God. 

The impartation of spiritual, and even practical truth, is the work of the Spirit and not 
accomplished by our clever talk.  Learn to “hear” while you speak.  Prep as though 
there is no Holy Spirit and preach as though there are no notes. 

 
11) The preacher must be called by God to preach. 

If you know that you preach under a personal mandate from the King of Kings, to do 
so you will come over with an authority that will be convincing.  Called men have a 
mark upon they that both humbles them and gives them confidence.  It is a mark that 
is discernable to all who are currently moving in the Spirit.  It is that which will bring 
conviction even to the unbeliever. 

 
12) The preacher must be motivated by a love for God and the people whom he is 

ministering and NOT just by a love of preaching. 
The motive for preaching is of paramount importance.  The preacher with unmixed 
motives will cause his hearers to say, “what a wonderful saviour!”  But those with the 
other kind of motivation will result in people saying, “what a wonderful preacher!”  
People need to hear God’s words and not yours. 

 
2.1. THE PREACHER’S ENEMY 
Who are the enemies of the preacher? Many would be quick to point out that they are the 
people who resist the message, balk at the challenges, and criticise the preacher. Some 
would point out that they are their own enemies in the matter of preaching, e.g. there are 
many inner struggles with feelings of inadequacy, condemnation, and even failure at times. 
However, these are not the main enemies of the preacher. What is often overlooked is the 
unseen battle raging between the Kingdom of God and the realm of darkness for the lives 
and minds of men, woman, youth and children. The preaching of the anointed Word of God 
will always be the most powerful instrument, sharper than a two-edged sword (Hebrews 4:12), 
penetrating the spiritual darkness and liberating and transforming people to be more like 
Christ. The Word is a target to satan. He will try to resist the preaching of it, confusing, side-
tracking, silencing and snatching away the seeds from the minds of people before they take 
root and produce fruit. Should they take root, satan will try to choke them to death by the 
cares and worries of this life (Matt.13:19-22). 
 

a.) The war starts with preparation.  
For the unsuspecting, chaos erupts around them, problems intensify, urgent demands 
command immediate attention, time seems to disappear and exhausting fatigue sets 
in. One is easily convinced that all this is just the nature of the pastoral ministry, and that 
it is perfectly normal to be tired at the end of the week when most preachers have to 
prepare for Sunday. 

 
For the visionary elder who has to be ready, full of inspiration and revelation Sunday after 
Sunday, trying to prepare can produce pure panic. The effect on his caring family that 
surround him during this crisis hour, is often very negative as tensions rise as Sunday gets closer 
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and closer !! Preparation is not only a matter of getting the message ready, but preparing for 
the conflict.. 
 
In addition to the attack on the preacher, we must bear in mind that a strategy is planned by 
satan to hinder the people from coming. He will upset them with domestic problems, conflict, 
sickness or in other areas. Eg. a crisis at work causing an employee to miss a meeting. 
Although there are some practical steps to be taken (which will be dealt with under “The 
Preachers preparation”) the real answer is aggressive spiritual warfare, intercession and faith. 
Here are some guide lines. 
 

• Recognise and anticipate the inevitable war. We have to keep reminding ourselves 
that it is real. It is usually disguised and not readily visible and we are not always aware 
of it. The Bible gives stern warnings about the enemy and the conflict, and considers it 
to be normal for the Christian. How much more so for the spokesperson for God! (2 
Cor. 10:3-5, James 4:7, Eph.6:10-18, Matt.6:13, 2 Tim.2:3). 

• We have to make sure we and our families are free from bondage, and that satan 
has nothing in us, nor any unlawful authority over us inadvertently given to him by 
ourselves, or by others in authority over us on our behalf. (cf. Luke.4:6 where satan says 
“...for it has been given to me, and I can give it to anyone I want to”. “it” here refers 
to the “exousia” or authority, that was “paradidomi” surrendered, yielded, given up to 
him, by whom? Not God, but by the human race as it worshipped, honoured, served 
satan!) 

• Live in the safety of the spiritual armour of Eph. 6 which to my mind is more of a “life 
style” than a mystical suit of armour we have to put on. 

• Do some earnest praying, calling on God to command His angels, (Heb.1:14, Psalm 
91:11) to fight and work on our behalf for the sake of the Kingdom. We need to cover 
ourselves, our families, our circumstances and our people. By doing this we prepare 
the spiritual atmosphere of the meeting to prevent the “birds of the air” coming and 
snatching the seeds and devouring them before they can take root (Matt. 13:4). 

• Go against satan and his angels in the Mighty Name of Jesus Christ! 
 
Stop him from interfering with our God-given mandate to proclaim God’s Word to His people. 
Force satan to release our people and their circumstances (whom God has placed under our 
authority as elders) so that they will be free to attend and to receive the Word. 
We need to make sure we understand God’s structures of authority delegated to us, and the 
relevant areas of jurisdiction placed under us. We have to exercise that authority over the 
enemy with faith and aggression. (Matth.11:12. Luke 16:19, 1.Peter 5:8-9, Eph.6:10-13) 
 
  b.) The war continues and intensifies when we preach. 

• Even before we start to speak, attempts can be made to distract or unsettle us. 
People, who feel they must confront us on an issue or complain, will often tackle us 
just before the meeting. It is amazing the way people are driven (often by forces they 
cannot identify themselves) to get through to the preacher to unload some emotional 
issue which could easily wait for later, unsettling and distracting him from the task 
before him. 

• While we preach we are in spiritual warfare, There is a conflict raging. Jesus said we 
are to “cast out demons” while proclaiming the Word (Matt. 10:8, Luke 9:1-2). The 
Word preached under the power of the Spirit directly confronts demons, demonic 
strongholds on the minds of people, and the thoughts, values, and ideas of the fallen 
sinful nature. It is a confrontation between the Kingdom of God and the realm of 
darkness. There are many testimonies of how freedom and deliverance have taken 
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place while the Word is preached. Mind- sets are broken and ideas and values are 
changed. It is often the preacher’s experience to feel absolutely worn out after 
preaching under the anointing. 

 
While we are called to war, we must do so with confidence and expect victory. Jesus said that 
the very gates of Hades, (considered by many as the very headquarters of satan) will not be 
able to hold back the invasion of the church as it marches and ministers by the power of the 
Holy Spirit. (Matt. 16:17-19) 
Although the conflict may not always be as bad or as intense, it is far better to always 
anticipate, be alert and prepared for the devil who “prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking 
someone to devour “ (1 Peter 5:8-9 NIV). Where we have done our homework, preaching will 
be easier, and more effective. A far worse situation is where we do not prepare for war, do 
not reckon with the enemy, and as a result, we preach with little or no results, and do not 
understand why! 
 
2.2 THE PREACHERS AUTHORITY   
 “The preacher should realize that the “Bigger Bang” occurs every time the word is 
proclaimed.” 
Analysing Letter 11 and the author’s 6 points, answer the question “what does the Word do?” 
Unpack the 6 points he lists and add another 4. 
If only every preacher could believe this: that the Word of God is the answer to all of Life. 
Instead, the world has infiltrated our Christian thinking and seduced us to preach self-help 
sermons from self-help books and moral encouragements rather than the authoritative, 
inerrant and sufficient Word of God. 
The Word affects the change. Not the preacher. Not the special effects. Yes God can use the 
music and the ‘jars of clay’ but the Word, therein lies our hope. Why? This world looks for truth 
and tries to define it over and over. The world is longing for an absolute, a standard that we 
can unquestionably rely on. 
 
What does the Word do? 
•The Word Initiates: In the beginning was The Word – and by Him all things were made. The 
Triune God spoke and the earth was formed. The word brings LIFE. John 6: 68 Simon Peter 
answered Him, “Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life.” The word of 
God creates life when they are uttered. 
 
•The Word Finishes: Is 40:8 His Word is there in the beginning and in the end. He even says that 
not one thing will be changed about the book of the Law. It was relevant 200years ago and is 
still relevant today. It is still changing lives and bringing life. It will remain the same. 
 
•The Word Sustains: As preachers we reveal the sustaining nature of the word of God. In the 
tough times and in the easy times it is the word of God that sustains us. Heb “He holds all things 
together by His word”. The sun rises and sets because He speaks it that way. John Piper says, 
“the stars in the sky obediently shine.” 
 
•The Word Informs: Our human nature is a searching one. Searching for answers, for the 
meaning of life. Every religion tries to answer this. Psychologists try to give answers to peoples 
problems. People fight over who’s right and who is wrong. Because it is the absolute that we 
can rely on, we can turn to it for all our answers. It answers the why we exit, who am I type 
questions and brings understanding and wisdom to those who would hear. Intellectually 
people rely on their IQ but the Word brings the truth to anyone, and everyone who would 
listen and learn. 
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•The Word Connects: In the pages of the Bible we find our King. It is so easy to, as the 
Pharisees do, Search the scriptures and love the Law but miss that God is to be found on every 
page in every book. It connects us with our Saviour. It shows us our king. All we need to do is 
search the scriptures for Him. We learn about the Father in the word and about the Spirit and 
His dealings in and through us. The word takes the immortal untouchable God and makes Him 
tangible in the expressions and stories and accounts. 
 
•The Word Guides: The word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path. It leads us within 
the broad riverbanks of the will of God and directs us in his incredible favour. If we keep close 
to it, it keeps us safe, secures our families and marriages. It brings wisdom to those who seek it 
and direction to those who are lost. It is the road map of our eternal success and the crumbs 
on the path that we can follow home. 
 
•The Word Breaks Down: The word has the power to break down the hardest heart and it self 
erected protective walls. It takes a heart of stone and makes it a heart of flesh. It is like a 
hammer, says Ezekiel that breaks the stone and we can rely on the word of God to reach any 
person, no matter how far they have drifted from God. The Word is able to break down 
defenses of insecurity, offense and even pride. It destroys anything that does not honour God. 
It is enough reason for us to dig deep into the covers of the Bible so that continually it keeps 
our hearts from the self centered bias towards a cold sinful state. 
 
•The Word Washes: Eph 5 Talks about the washing of the word of God. We live in a world that 
pollutes our souls. We spend a while in the word cleansing our souls and minds only to get 
them polluted again in a world that is relentless, but the very place we’re called to go make a 
difference. Being under the word is cleansing and refreshing and you walk out like out of a 
shower after a long day. 
 
•The Word Mirrors: The word is a measurement tool. We stand before it like a mirror and see 
what we look like compared to the standard that God sets. It encourages us to change and 
helps us along the way. It is our perfect standard and we can rely on it for gracious and 
truthful correction and measurement. 
 
•The Word Heals: Psalm 107:20 “He sent out His word and healed them, and delivered them 
from their destruction.” The Word of the Lord is powerful to accomplish all that He intends. One 
of those things is to heal. The Word of God heals us from physical disease and also from the 
spiritual infirmities that we are bound by. It sets us free and binds up the broken. It strengthens 
the weak and restore to a state of strength, health and delight. 
The word of God is powerful. Let the preachers never be indifferent to the Word or forsake the 
ancient scriptures for self help remedies without power to heal. 
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3 BEFORE YOU MOVE YOUR LIPS  

 
3.1. The message - Why say anything at all? 

Of all the communicators in the world, none have a more important message or more 
potential for dynamic and powerful delivery than those with the message of Jesus Christ. 
The most effective communicators are always those with an important cause in which 
they believe intensely. Unless you are convinced of your message, no one else will ever 
be. 
 
a) You have to be convinced to be convincing. 
The privilege of preaching God's word comes with a price and a certain amount of pain -
YTPEE! No homiletics course, book or pay cheque will get us through the tough times. Sharing 
the message of Christ's love is a challenge of unequalled importance and urgency. Only if 
we are convinced of the importance of our task, convinced this is what God wants for us 
and a sense of calling outweighs the price and pain, will we be carried through the tough 
times? 

 
b) The audience - Who's listening? 
The Anglican Church in the UK was loosing 1000 members a week a few years ago. They 
were forced to take a long, hard look at what they were offering people of the '90's. They 
realized they had tried to keep the external package - liturgy, dress, style of worship, etc. 
the same and alter the gospel it contained! Realizing they has lost contact with their 
audience, they decided to change the package and return to the gospel in its simple 
power, and the Alpha course was born. Holy Trinity Church Brompton grew from about 300 
to more than 6000 in a very short time. What was the trick? 
•They returned the source of power-the gospel, not man made systems. 
•They identified, targeted and then challenged their real audience in a way relevant to 
them. 
 
c) People will listen if we just speak their language 
Remember, your audience may change every time you speak. Make sure you speak to those 
listening in an appealing way, not the way you're comfortable - there's no excuse for 
saying "this is how I minister, take it or leave it." Paul said: "I became all things to all men so 
that by all possible means I might save some." 1 Cor. 9:22 "Though I am free and belong to 
no man, I make myself a slave to everyone to win as many as possible." 
 
1 Cor. 9:19 
This covers: Language - slang, large words. 
Choice of subject - not just pet causes. How you present it. 
Keep current by asking:   Who are they? 
What work/school do they do/attend? 
What do they read - magazines/newspapers, etc? 
What do they listen to - music? 
What do they watch - TV/films? 
What do they wear? 
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3.2. The method - How will they hear my voice? 
Our audience will change. If we don't change with them, our message will not be heard. 
Remember the Holy Trinity Brompton and the Alpha course? Our message will never, 
needs never and must never change, but our method of communicating it must be 
updated constantly. Today more things compete for our attention than ever before. Yet 
even hi this entertainment age - people have needs which aren't being met. They need to 
know that some-one cares, to hear, often for the first time that God really loves them and 
wants to know them more - not just that they must go to church or become Christians. 
Today people have very little sense of self worth, and have a desperate need to feel 
involved. Our method will determine a large part of our 
success. 
 
a) The message is the massage 
If the method we use is successful it will massage the truth of the message into people 
willing to receive. 
Our message, vital and eloquent as it may be is often lost hi the barrage of other voices 
constantly shouting conflicting and confusing messages at those'we want to reach. In 
order to get our message heard, we must get close to our listeners. Even then there are 
others with opposing messages who are also close enough to make their message clear, 
e.g. peers, relatives, adverts,etc. Some times our audience vacillates our message and 
anothers. How do we overcome this? 
To make our message heard we cannot shout it from the confines of our church 
buildings. We must venture out and draw close to those with whom we wish to 
communicate. 
 
If we want to be part of the Holy Spirits plan to see life changing commitment from our 
listeners, we must reach out to where they are and lovingly, gently touch them and lead 
them to meet with Jesus. People will listen if they feel we care. Unless we show them we 
care how can we convince them Jesus does? 
 
3.3. The messenger - Look who's talking 
If we understand the importance of our message, if we understand our audience and if 
we know how to make ourselves heard, then we must ask how to prepare ourselves for 
the task. Having looked at the Vehicle of Preaching, these four must cover the kind of 
person that makes a good communicator. 
 
a)  We must be committed to practice what we preach. 
Our life is the greatest illustration our audience will ever see. It shows whether the truth and 
power of our message is true and effective. We don't necessarily have to be the most 
eloquent, but to be really effective we have to believe in our message enough to give it 
and deliver it with passion. Far more than being slick, or impressive we need to be real. To 
have a faith in Christ seen in evidence in our everyday lives. How can we possibly motivate 
people to a commitment that we are unwilling to make ourselves. We must practice what 
we preach. 
 
b)  We must be committed to being ourselves, 
Trying to copy someone else's style or mannerisms only dilutes who you are. You are the 
messenger, the only "you" God created, and called to this time and place. Impersonating 
Billy Graham or shaking like Rob Rufus, singing Joe Cocker style like Paul Loumeau simply 
because it works for them - only gets in the way and upstages who you are and what you 
have to say. The most valuable paintings are originals, not copies of originals. We all want 
to listen to someone with a quiet confidence in who they are and the word they preach. 
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Be released to be who you are, you don't have to be like any one else. Jokes are 
good, but if you can't remember the punch line don't try to constantly entertain us 
with your sense of humour.  Can you imagine Paul the apostle opening with'- "I heard a 
good one this week - Two Jews walked into a bar...!" Possibly Andrew or Peter, but not 
Paul. The most important skill in communicating is to find your own strengths, and use 
them to your (and the listeners) best advantage. We must all be broadening our 
abilities and skills, but never at the expense of who we are. 
 
c)  We must be committed to Glorifying God. 
We are called to reflect God's brilliance not to bathe in the limelight. With so many people 
watching and listening, and even doing what we say, it's all too easy to think that 
we're the special ones. As preaches we are servants of the people. We must never feel 
as though we're entitled to any special treatment because we're the speaker. Ensure 
that you pass all glory on to the King. Don't fall into the trap of pride. Beware of the three 
G’s: Gold, Gals & Glory. Always reflect His light. 
 
d)  We must be committed to excellence. 
If we act as representatives of the king of kings, we must strive for perfection. Preaching is 
more of a calling than a profession. We are responsible for doing the best we can, but it's 
God's blessing that makes the difference and brings results. Moses stuttered, Paul 
admitted to not being eloquent - in fact he once bored a man to death! He spoke for 
so long that someone fell asleep and fell out of a 3rd story window! Acts 20:9 God often 
choses the talents we're least confident about for us to serve Him with. Even when we 
feel as though our talk went over like a lead balloon, God may use it to do His 
greatest work. Remember God is not hindered by our bad - or good preaching! It is 
God's work. 
 
This is however no excuse for sloppiness, slackness or poor preparation. Someone said, 
"Failure to prepare is not spiritual, it's criminal!" Our audience can sense it when we are 
unprepared, or distracted. When it comes to communicating God's word, we must 
accept a very high standard, before God. The preparation of (1.) Ourselves  (2.) Our 
message must be given time and diligence. Excellence includes the jokes we make, 
illustrations we use, and-whether we're honouring in our reference to others ornot. Never 
forget what we say or how we say it reflects not only on us, but more importantly on our 
God. 
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4 PREACHING AS A FORM OF COMMUNICA TION. 
 
4.1.    Communication Imperatives: 

• Clarity of speech comes from clarity of purpose. 
• Believability comes in direct proportion to a quiet sense of confidence - know 

your source and your identity. 
• Words live forever and so they must be handled with care. Know the power 

of speech. 
• How they hear is as important as what you say - know your audience. 
• Having the truth is only half the battle - know your craft. 
• Knowing when is as important as knowing what - know your timing. 
• Simplicity means to say one thing well. 
• Take your calling seriously but don't be anxious about yourself - know where your 

responsibility begins and ends. 
• Never under estimate your oppressors, but always count your hidden resource -

 know your enemy and your allies. 
 
Jesus' model of communication. 
1. Logos - essence of the message 
2. Ethos - the credibility of the messenger 
3. Pathos - appeal to inner motives of the hearer 
 
 
Ravi Zacharias says  
1. State your theology i.e. message 
2. Explain it in the genre of the day. 
3. Illustrate, write it from the kitchen table. 
 
4.2. The Process Of Communication 
To communicate well we need to have some understanding of the dynamics - what 
actually happens - of communication. 
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Communication involves the following factors: . 
1.) A meaning in the mind of the sender. 
2.) A coding of that meaning by the sender. 
3.) A context in which the communication takes place otherwise called noise. 
4.) A message containing the meaning sent by the sender. 
5.) A decoding of the message by the receiver of the message. 
6.) Feedback or response from the receiver to the sender. 
 
 
a) All communication is cross cultural. 
Even within the same race group communication is colored by the point of view of the 
sender and the receiver^). No communication takes place in a vacuum - there are 
always beliefs, presuppositions, understandings and concepts in people’s minds. People 
often hear only what they expect to hear, e.g. when you say church what do you 
mean? - What do people understand? This is determined by your point of view. We as 
communicators need to attempt to close in on our receivers, to narrow the gap 
between what we say and what they hear. We must develop into "receiver orientated 
communicators." Remember Paul? When God inspired men to write the bible - He didn't 
use the language of heaven or even classical Latin though some would have us believe 
this! He spoke in the language of the hearer and idiom of his day. 
 
Our communication will be evaluated not on how well we spoke, but on how much the 
receivers understood and accepted. As with the message and method, of 
communication, the way we communicate effects our audience negatively or positively. 
To communicate well we must study the perspective of the insider in a cultural group. The 
outsiders point of view is vital for objective evaluation. But our communication rests on 
speaking like a insider. This is vital in the terms or jargon, illustrations or topics we choose. 
The best way to learn to communicate well is to learn to know the receivers. Again, look 
at Jesus' example. 
 
If we have to speak in a way new to the receiver, e.g. in Teaching, we must take the 
receiver out of his frame of reference and into the communicators. When we teach, e.g. 
when convincing the unsaved of his sin, the sin concept may even be foreign to him. Even 
when teaching like this, we must:  
 
1.)  use the receivers frame of reference as much as possible. 
2.) get close and take them "by the hand" step by step into our understanding of what 
we mean. 
E.G:    First bring someone to a belief in the bible as God's word, before you quote it. 
Find something you can use in where they are - common ground, and build on that. 
Don't take for granted that you see things the same way. 
 
b) Stereo-typing the communicator 
 
People quickly make a first impression and put others in boxes as to what they expect from 
them. 
 
A communicator must preach out of any stereo type to gain credibility. He must be seen 
to be human, not just a "talking head". If people feel they know what to expect, they may 
write off what we say as unbinding; just our personal. Hobby horse. They may even "switch 
off" because they think they know what's coming. If the receiver despises the 
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communicator no matter hoe persuasive his message is, it will have very little effect. The 
receivers must feel as though they can identify with the communicator or they will feel " 
that's fine for you, but what about me?" 
Jesus was always offending stereo types and empty customs. Yet He was approachable, 
and one who people could identify with. 
 

4.3.  Preaching styles 
More than one way to skin a cat. 
 
In very broad categories, there are four main types of preaching styles and methods. 

a) Expository 
b) Topical 
c) Biographical 
d)  Didactic 

To some extent, every preach will include all four. 
 
a) Expository/ Exigetical Preaching or Teaching. 
"To take a text, a portion of scripture of any length and delve into the meaning of words, 
phrases, sections, customs and contexts - This is then explained to the audience and 
applied to their life situation." D.J Reed. Any number of points can be expounded, 
depending on what the preacher discovered as he "exposed" the text, in his preparation. 
Often alliterations or acrostics are used to help the hearers analyse and remember what 
was said. Someone said:"Put handles on your sermon, so that people can carry it home 
with them." 
 
All preaching should be expository to some degree. We should be "breaking open" God's 
word for our listeners. If nothing else, we have a responsibility to do honest exegesis as we 
prepare ourselves and our message.  
 
Some expository outlines 
Matthew 14:25-32 
v. 27 The Courage that Christ offered. 
28 The Command that Peter obeyed. 
30 The Circumstances that overwhelmed. 
31 The Comfort of Christ's omnipotence.  
 
Another way of looking at the same scripture:  
v. 30 Sinking times are Praying times. 
30 Short prayers are long enough 
31 Man's Extemity, God's opportunity. 
 
John 20:19-22 
v. 19 The Church locked up. 
19 The Christ looked in. 
21-22 The church launched out. 
 
b.) Topical preaching 
- To take a topic, relevant to the situation or people, and preach the biblical perspective 
on it. Scriptures from the breadth of the bible are analysed, and the facts presented are 
interpreted, from which conclusions are drawn. Care must be taken to prepare thoroughly 
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to ensure our stance is a biblically balanced conclusion, by comparing scripture with 
scripture. 
 
Always ensure that you find your thesis in scripture and add the argument to it. Never allow 
your own ideas and presumptions - no matter how strongly you believe it to dictate and 
then try to  - "find a scripture" to support what you already have decided! After all- anyone 
can "have a scripture" for almost anything! 
It is important that w allow God to talk to us through scripture, and not just presume to. Speak for 
Him. 
 
Some Topical Outlines 
 
The love of God 
1.) Originated in God - John 3:16 
2.) Offered by God 1 John 4:9-10 
3.) Offered to man - Romans 5:5 
 
The know,edge of God  
 
1.) Your slate - Psalm 103:4 
2.) Your situation - Psalm 44:20-21 
3.) Your situation - Psalm 6:5-8 
 

c) Biographical preaching 
 
To study and preach on a bible character life and times. It generally includes a survey of 
the persons life, or part of it. Character traits are observed, conclusions, observations are 
made of them applied to the lives and situations of the heavens. Often the characters 
values, principles, performance, successors and or failures are used to reinforce that 
application of Kingdom values and principles in our lives. 
 
The biographical outlines 
Jonathan: the man God used. 
 
1 Sam 14:1-23 
 
1. The company he left v.1-3 
- a considerable company -600 
- a complacent company - sitting under a tree. 
2. The confidence he had - v.6,10  
3. The confession he made - v.6 
4. The company he kept - v.6 
- armour bear and God. 
5. The conquest he enjoyed -v. 14-16,20 
 
Conclusion: The person who goes to battle in the name of the Lord, with the Lord and with 
loyal and faithful followers, will be victorious. No matter what the odds may be. 
 
d) Didactic Preaching 
To teach, causing listeners to form questions. Didactic preaching is more a style of 
preaching then a sermon type. The aim is to preach in such a way as to involve your 
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audience and draw them into what you are saying, you want them to " finish your 
sentences" for you- even if just in their minds. When a preacher tells an audience 
something, they evaluate it as his. When he causes them to reach his conclusion, in their 
own minds, they accept it as their own. One can use rhetorical or responsive questions, or 
even say what they may be asking. " But how on earth can I say what you ask?" The goal 
here is to make the listeners part of what you are saying and keep them stimulates, so they 
don't drop off! 
 
4.4. Teaching Priciples 
a. There must be creative re-statement, reiteration.  This occurs int he bible. People need 
to be told over and over again. 
 
Tell people:  
1. What you are going to say 
2. What you are saying 
3. What you have said 
 
b. Always elicit feedback to see if the audience is listening and understanding. Never take 
this for grated. Ask questions, pause and then go on. Get people to think. Ask questions, 
even rhetorical. " are you there?" 
 
c. Always follow the example of Jesus in using home-spun illustrations. Everybody loves a 
story.  
 
d. Sometimes only reveal the basic elements. Do not give to much at a time. 
 
e. Start from what the audience already knows. Paul always preached from general 
revelation to specific revelation. Do not inundate the listeners with new information. Know 
where they are at. 
 
f. Do not give too much theoretical information. Be practical! 
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5 PREPARATION OF A SERMON 
“Not preparing isn’t spiritual – it’s criminal!” 
 
True preaching demands hearing what is on God’s heart, allowing it to grip your heart and 
then encoding it so that it will penetrate the hearts of those listening to you. “The 
preparation of a sermon should be in the place of diligent and dedivated labor, the 
painstaking sketching on the canvas of the soul of the preacher and what is to become a 
divine creation behind the pulpit.” D.J Reed. 
 
Every sermon should contain the following – The Supremacy of Christ – The Centrality of the 
Kingdom – The Supernatural power of God i.e.. “Prophetic Ramblings”  Rigby Wallace. 
 
 
5.1. KEYS FOR HEALTHY EXEGESIS 
 
Understanding the dynamics and production of structure is superfluous without having 
substance to fill that structure. 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
EXEGESIS  Greek: ex = “out of” 

hegesthai = “lead” 
Literally: “TO LEAD OUT OF” 

Webster’s Dictionary: “A critical explanation or interpretation especially of Scripture.” 
 
HERMENEUTICS Webster’s Dictionary: “the art or science of interpretation, 
especially of Scripture.” 
 
Three keys to healthy exegesis 
5.1.1. - your approach must be fresh and expectant. The Holy Spirit is able to quicken a 
familiar passage to you providing your heart is expectant. Expect God to show you the 
truths contained in the passage at hand. Ask Him. 
5.1.2. - avoid the temptation to approach God’s Word always “looking for a sermon for 
someone else”. Understand the difference between getting into the Word for personal 
application and corporate application. 
5.1.3.  a) Ask the Holy Spirit to lead you and guide you into all truth. 

b) Read the passage over and over (50 times is not unrealistic!) 
c) Ask questions: Who? What? Where? Why? How? So what? What is the context of 
this verse in the chapter / letter? What is the historical condition of the time? 
d) Where does this leave your modern day hearers and yourself? 
e) Develop an eye for main characters, interactions, cause-and-effect statements, 
memory for other cross-referencing Scriptures that add to the passage at hand. 

 
5.2. UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT 
DEFINITION 
The parts of a written or spoken communication which precede or follow a word, 
sentence or passage and affect its meaning.” 
“The surrounding environment, circumstances, and facts which help give a total picture of 
something.” 
CHAPTERS AND VERSES 
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We cannot rely on the standard chapter and paragraph divisions in our Bibles. “Many 
instances of unfortunate chapter and paragraph breaks occur and cause the reader to 
miss the point or obscure the full significance of a writer’s meaning.” (John MacArthur). 
e.g. (2 Cor 7:1) – see what the “therefore” is there – for!! Chapters and verses only 
appeared in 1551AD. 
The context of the verse is the chapter, which finds its context in the book / letter, which 
finds its context in whichever Testament it is in. 
Wrenching a verse of context is a cardinal sin! A text without a context is a pretext! (an 
excuse to preach your own ideas). 
 
5.3.  STEPS TO DETERMINING CONTEXT 
5.3.1. Understand that a text does not exist in isolation or in a vacuum. 
5.3.2. Understand the syntax (“the discipline that examines how words, phrases and 
clauses are joined together”) and the structure of a passage lie at the very heart of true 
expository preaching. 
5.3.3. Understand that each passage has its own unique flow or structure. 
5.3.4. Understand that the passage, chapter and entire book has a central theme or 
argument which the author is communicating. 
5.3.5. Understand the need for careful study of exegetical (“ studies of individual words”) 
and syntactical material. This is time consuming and at times, tedious. 
 
5.4 DETERMINING THE CENTRAL IDEA OF A PASSAGE 
John Mac Arthur: “Our task is not to create our own message.” It is rather to communicate 
the author’s message. Our task is not to create a central theme, but rather to: 1. find the 
author’s central theme, 2. build a message around that theme and, 3. make that theme 
the central point of all we have to say.” 
 
5.5 EXEGETING AN ENTIRE LETTER / BOOK 
Ephesians 4:1 begins thus: “As a prisoner of the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of 
the calling you have received.” Preachers make a grave mistake if they view that verse in 
isolation from the rest of the letter. 
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6 INCREASING YOUR EFFECTIVENESS AS A COMMUNICATOR 

 
John C. Maxwell 
6.1. Public speaker vs Communicator 
 
Public Speaker: 

• Puts the message before the people 
• What do I have? 
• Techniques 
• Content oriented 
• Goal: Complete the message 

 
Communicator: 

• Puts the people before the message 
• What do they need? 
• Atmosphere 
• Change oriented 
• Goal: Complete the people 

 
6.2. Avoid the big ten─common problems in communication 

• Initial rapport is not established 
• Stiff body movement 
• Material presented intellectually, not involving the audience emotionally 
• Poor eye contact, facial expressions 
• Humor lacking 
• Lack of competence in presentation 
• Low energy and enthusiasm 
• Message not owned by messenger 
• Boring language and material 
• Lack of audience participation 

 
6.3. Believe in what you say ─ conviction 
Ordinary people become extraordinary communicators when they are fired up with 
conviction! 
 
6.4. Believe in the people to whom you speak ─ expectation 
Put “tens” on the foreheads of the people. Have a high view of the people to whom you 
are preaching. Believe in them and in the power of the Holy Spirit to transform them. 
The Four “b’s” of Successful Speaking: 

• Believe in your God 
• Believe in yourself 
• Believe in your subject 
• Believe in your audience 
• LIVE WHAT YOU SAY ─ INTEGRITY 

 
6.5. Know when to say it ─ timing 
The stone thrown at the right time is better than gold thrown at the wrong time.” (Persian 
Proverb) 
TIPS FOR GOOD TIMING: 

• Be audience oriented 
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• 2Have enough self-confidence to take a risk 
• Be impact conscious rather than image conscious 
• Have a responsive audience 

 
6.6. Know how to say it ─ creatively 
HOWARD HENDRICKS: “The higher your predictability, the lower your impact. The lower your 
predictability, the higher your impact.” 
 
6.7. Know why you say it ─ application 

• Focus on your audience 
• Develop an action-oriented thesis 
• Ask for the order. Preach for a verdict 

 
6.8. Have fun saying it ─ humour 
When a communicator takes himself seriously = Rigid 
When a communicator does not take himself seriously = Relaxed 
 
6.9. SHOW IT AND THE PEOPLE DO IT ─ INFLUENCE 
People do what people see. People feel what people see. 
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7 QUICK-START PREACHING: READ, EXPLAIN, APPLY 
 
Read, Explain, Apply 
 
• Therefore, let us …. 
If we stick to this 3-part template, then the worst our message will be is good. It will always 
be a balanced message. At first it may seem slightly contrived, but after a while it will 
become habit. Read it, then explain it, then apply it to everyday life. You will not go far 
wrong! 
 
Heb 12:26 = Read the scripture 
Read in a lively, engaging manner with emphasis. It is sometimes helpful to draw the 
people in by asking them to read it out loud 
together, or some variation on this such as the ladies reading a verse, 
then the men and so on. 
 
Heb 12:27 = Explain the meaning of the scripture using either 
• Explanation 
• Testimony 
• Illustration 
Your aim is make the meaning plain (Neh 8v8). You can do this by using quotes from other 
authors / preachers, by using testimony from your own life that brings it alive, or by 
using a concise illustration or story. 
 
Stott says, “the Bible teems with illustrations, particularly similes E.g. ‘You are the salt of the 
earth’ or the story of the Prodigal Son and Good Samaritan. In this whole matter of 
using sermon illustrations, we have to find the balance between too many and too few. 
Illustrations are like windows that let in the light … but the whole house should not be 
made of windows! 
 
Heb 12:28 = Apply the scripture to everyday life 
This is a vital part. With weak application much of the power of the message can be lost. 
Think, who is your audience? What application pointers can you give? Often, all that is 
necessary is to throw out questions and allow the Holy Spirit to bring application to each 
person. 
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8 FINDING A MESSAGE 
 
The Place to ding the message is in the prayer and the word. Whether our problem is 
having no idea or too many ideas, in His presence is the only place we can find what He 
wants. 
 
Practically, look for patterns and trends in what the Holy Spirit is doing, i.e. if He is 
emphasizing repentance don’t preach on gifts! Be aware of Go’s moving in your context 
and get behind and support that! Matthew 16:3 Pharisees and Sadducees didn’t know 
how to interpret the signs of the times. 
When God has laid something on your heart, ask yourself and Him questions about it, and 
preach the answers you find – why? Because the audience will probably be asking the 
same things. Use the five W’s and an H: Who Where Why When What & How? 
 
 
8.1  Choosing a subject or text  
By far the most difficult and often frustrating matter is for the visionary elder to choose his 
text or subject week by week. This of course depends on whether he is committed to 
building the Kingdom of God or merely entertaining his people and building his own (in 
that case anything will do!). Mt 16:18 
it becomes a matter of determining the Will of the Master concerning the message. It will 
require being in tune with Him, and alert and observant. The result of properly identifying 
God's choice is that a conviction develops within us. There is a stirring and moving of the 
Holy Spirit which is quite wonderful and it is a privilege the preacher enjoys! The Holy Spirit 
continues to develop the message with thoughts and ideas as time passes. A good idea, 
therefore, is to set a day aside earlier in the week to spend time in prayer and meditation 
to settle this choice, and not leave it to the last minute! Make it a priority that is non 
negotiable and go aside where there will be no interruptions. God in His Omnipotence has 
many different ways of communicating His will to His preachers. Each of us have to learn 
to recognise and identify His dealing with us. However, for the beginner, here are some 
examples of how this can take place.  
 
a) The easiest and most enjoyable of these is simply when “God drops the message into 
your heart”. We know it is from Him, it grips our attention and it "grows" in our thoughts as 
we think about it. There is excitement, and we can't wait to preach it! Whole outlines can 
come this way by revelation and may require little effort or research to prepare for 
preaching. All preachers would like this to happen continuously! However that would be 
the easy way out, and in the end stunt our growth and development.  
 
b) A close second to a) is when at text or passage “comes alive” to us while we are 
reading the word. We must, however, be sure that it is for the congregation as well and 
not confuse it with when God is speaking to us personally for our own correction or 
encouragement. It must be pointed out, nevertheless, that at times our preaching is born 
out of our own experience of `god’s dealings with us. The message must become part of 
us and fill our hearts if we are going to preach with passion and reality (see 6.2.1). God's 
leaders often have to go through the "fire and water" first to understand and appreciate 
where the people are at, and be able to effectively apply the Truth to the situation. 
Consider how some of the prophets of the Old Testament had to go through certain 
experiences in order to communicate God's Word to the people.  
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c) We may be deeply moved by the life of one of the bible characters and be led to 
preach a series on them. Here the problem is that the initial enthusiasm we experienced 
may not be there when we sit down to prepare the second message. The answer is to get 
down to prayer and hard work, trusting the help of the Spirit to continue to open up the 
Word to us as we prepare.  
 
d) Jesus Christ builds His church and His leaders are to work with Him. Jesus' own ministry 
was in partnership with the Father. It was only what He "saw" the Father doing 28  
that He got involved with (John 5:19). Pastors often overlook this truth and fail to keep 
watch to see what the Holy Spirit is "busy with" in the lives of the congregation. He has a 
program and there are often "seasons" during which He will be addressing certain issues, 
creating circumstances in the lives of the people to expose ignorance, needs, areas of sin 
and bondages etc. Recognising His work and identifying these areas, and then preaching 
relevant truth into such a context is one of the most effective ways to build up the 
congregation into a powerful and mature people for God. Again the choosing of texts 
and subjects to preach on in such a context is not so much a great spiritual revelation as 
common sense and responsibility. Revelation and anointing is needed to prepare and 
preach the message.  
 
e) An event in the lives of the people or a growing awareness of a need among them may 
make it obvious that we need to teach on a certain subject such as financial issues and 
tithing, marriage and relationships, caring for each other etc. (common areas of need in 
every church.) This means of choosing a subject or text may not seem such a "spiritual" 
way of going about it. Remember, it is a matter of "determining" what God's Will is, not 
necessarily always hearing a specific word from Him. Elders are charged with the 
responsibility to care for the sheep, to teach, guide and correct them. (2 Tim. 4:2; 
Heb.12:17.) While it may not be that exciting it is common sense, and God expects us to 
use our heads! Many preachers are so super spiritual that they are preoccupied with 
getting some "exciting prophetic revelation "from God when the obvious is staring them in 
the face! While they are "surfing" the spiritual "internet" to pick up God's Will, their people 
are dying and scattering for the lack of care!  
 
f) Current issues or events taking place require the light of God’s word applied to them. 
They may be crises, catastrophes, major changes, deteriorating morals, economic and 
political issues. The visionary elder is a leader of a community of God's people. As such 
they will look to him to come up with Biblical perspectives, answers and direction relevant 
to the times they live in. Consider the characteristics of the sons of Issichar mentioned in 1 
Chronicles 12:32. Preparing messages to respond to such matters is common sense, hard 
work and simply part of the responsibility of leaders.  
 
g) Another means can be the choice of one of the books of the bible that we are led to 
preach through systematically . This is the most difficult, but provides some unique 
opportunities and advantages. It is an excellent exercise for the preacher to "submit" 
himself to the particular section that comes up for that week whether it is difficult or easy. 
He is forced to "tackle" it, pray over it and do the research necessary to receive God's 
revelation on it. He is forced to learn how to use different approaches, and deal with 
subjects that are new and challenging. All this develops his preaching skills. We cannot 
afford ourselves the luxury of staying within our comfort zones if we are going to be the 
best for the Master. 
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8.2 HOW TO “GET” A MESSAGE 
 
As a preacher your message will be heard through the grid of how you come across in the 
community. For example, an overly withdrawn or sulky person will not be “well-heard”. 
Those who only come alive in the pulpit never make good preachers. Your EIQ (Emotional 
Intelligence Quotient) – how you deal with setbacks, how you manage your emotions, 
impacts on how people “hear” you. 
 
a) Be sensitive to the Holy Spirit 
At this point some people get weird – which gives the whole business of hearing God bad 
press. Jesus said, “My sheep hear My voice.” It is a normal thing to hear Him. Naturally 
supernatural and supernaturally natural. We have made it something strange and the 
domain of the (usually so-called super-spirituals) few specialists. There is an every-day 
quality to the voice of God. He speaks far more than we listen. Remember He wants you 
to bring revelation to His Church. He wants us to be impactful so that the Church 
transforms. We are working with Him. We make it difficult. 
 
So we ask Him, “Lord, what do you want me to talk about?” And then we patiently wait for 
His answer. It may come in unusual forms. I’ve received preaching ideas during a funeral, 
in the shower, listening to the radio in my car, during my devotions (just be careful you are 
not always looking for sermons when you should be feasting yourself), in conversations, 
music I heard, sitting in conferences, talking with Jan, on planes, mowing the lawn. In 
recent months I have preached on transformation (which our team has developed into a 
series and the sermons have borne much fruit in people’s lives), and it was just the word 
“transformation” that came to me. 
 
Learn to trust your hearing apparatus. “My sheep hear My voice.” Never prescribe the 
method God uses to speak to you. He will not be put into a box either. 
Practical issues: If it is just a word you “get” (like transformation), begin by consulting a 
dictionary to find the true meaning. Then begin unpacking the word as much as you can 
(synonym sifting), writing down all the relevant elements of the word. For example: 
“transformation” – write the dictionary definition – then write, “people change when they 
transform, butterflies metamorphose, so is there any lesson I can learn from biology and 
science. Takes effort, can be costly, painful. Why do we kick against it? – fear of change, 
will God be gentle with me? How does this impact on my concept of God? Next, ask the 
Holy Spirit to quicken verses to your mind (and / or, then consult a concordance) – 
Romans 12:1 f comes to mind, and suddenly a flood of Scriptures, Bible events will result. 
Your problem may now be what should I leave out? Are there words in the Text that need 
to be unpacked to their original Greek or Hebrew meaning? Then creatively think of 
illustrations you could use. Any stories of struggles you may have had being transformed? 
 
 
b)  Be sensitive to your audience 
Preachers and teachers are leaders. And leaders live with their eyes wide open. They are 
trend spotters, situation analysts, and students of human behaviour. They are proactive, 
with their fingers on the pulse of modern reality. They know what people are thinking, 
feeling, dreaming about. They read the culture continually. They live close to people – 
they are not recluses who come down from the mountain armed with their sermonic 
weapons once and a while to “let the people have it”. Relationally deficient teachers and 
preachers do more harm than good in the long run. To be a preacher or teacher means 
you are in the people business. Your talk is about them, not you!! 
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Take the time to pre-check your audience 
Who will be there? What are their ages, background, marital status, education, ethnicity 
etc? What do they need? Talk with former presenters, the event planner, or the person 
who invited you. What will the audience be expecting from you? If you have been 
assigned a topic make sure you have understood it correctly. Will they be able to relate to 
what you are saying? Are they already familiar with your topic, which may mean you will 
need to be less simplistic or “basic”. 
 
Identify the four types of audience members 
Tony Jeary‘s book, Inspire Any Audience, quotes David Freeborn who says you are more 
than likely to encounter the following types in any audience: 

• PRISONERS 
“look for crossed arms, both literally and figuratively. He does not particularly want to 
be there. In fact he would rather be anywhere other than indoors listening to another 
talk. Someone else made the decision for him by sending him to this seminar.” 
• VACATIONERS 
“look for the relaxed mood combined with an over-relaxed attitude. This person 
volunteers to go to any seminar. He’s happy to be here but for the wrong reasons.” 
• GRADUATES 
“look for frowns, rolling eyes, smug looks and crossed arms. He thinks he does not need 
to be here because he already knows this stuff.” 
• STUDENTS 
“look for smiles, enthusiastic nodding and the merciful habit of laughing at your jokes. 
This is the attentive, hardworking, perfect audience member who wants to hear what 
we’ve come to say. He is eager to learn and share and, like a sponge, ready to absorb 
all he can to help him be more effective personally and professionally.”  

 
c)  Consult others 
You gain more in the long run if you include people in the process of helping you hear 
God. Bounce your sermon / teaching idea off others – you’ll be amazed how helpful they 
can be (giving you insight you may never have thought of, clarifying theological points, 
inspiring you with creative ideas on how to present it in a more impactful way than you 
would have imagined on your own). Check with experts in the field you are going to 
address. Pride, arrogance and ignorance isolate people – humility (“what do you think 
about this idea?”) opens the door for great Holy Spirit revelation to flood in and produce a 
far significant product in the end. You make the choice. 
 
8.3 HOW DO I DECIDE WHAT TO PREACH ON? 
4 things determine what I preach on: 
 
a) Staple diet: In any diet there are the basics such as potatoes and vetatables that need 
to be regularly eaten. Similarly, there are some foundational topics and doctrines to which 
a growing church needs to be regularly exposed. I make sure that about once a year we 
do a 3-week series on each of the following: The Church, Grace, Evangelism, Holy Spirit, 
and Several Great Doctrines (e.g. Heaven & Hell, The Soveriegnty of God etc). Repeating 
these themes year after year is not ‘samey’ 
because we approach the theme from different angles and use a variety of preachers. 
I also like to annually do a series that preaches all the way through one of the books of the 
bible (e.g. an 8-part series on Ephesians). I also think a church needs to hear a preach on 
the topic of giving & finance several times per year. So when planning the preaching 
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schedule for the year, I will spread these series over the year, leaving the remaining 60% of 
the Sundays free for other ‘one-off’ preaches. 
 
b) Common Consciousness: There are certain times of year such as 
Easter, New Year, Christmas, Mothers Day, Fathers Day, Valentines Day and so on that can 
provide good platforms to preach from. When everyone in the church, and more 
importantly outsiders, have a common awareness about something then it is a great 
opportunity to capitalize on their openness and teach what God’s Word says about these 
things. 
Also, major events often need preaching into such as elections or natural disasters. In the 
weeks following the first crash of the Zimbabwe dollar there was a necessity to preach 
several pastoral and stabilizing messages. South Africa is currently under-going 
constitutional changes regarding gay marriages, which also warrants preaching into what 
the bible teaches about homosexuality. Following the Tsunami disaster themes such as 
“Why suffering?” and “The Sovereignty of God” would have been appropriate and 
relevant. 
 
c) The state of the church: Those that lead the church will have an antenna for what the 
church is lacking. Whilst the ‘staple diet’ series should do much to promote a healthy 
body, there will be times when you sense the church needs a message on a particular 
theme and one should respond by preaching into that. For example, recently several 
women in our church have asked me to preach into the role of women. They tell me that 
as a new church we have women from many different backgrounds and a teaching into 
this would help everyone. I recently chatted to an elder of a church who told me that he is 
just sensing that a casualness to sin is creeping into the church that he leads; he couldn’t 
give me hard facts for his feeling but he knew that a message on holiness was in order. 
 
d) Heart stirring: Other times I am just so excited about a particular passage that I will be 
unable to resist preaching on it! And other times I will feel a prophetic burden to preach 
on a certain matter. Maybe this is how the Psalmist felt when writing Psalm 45: “My heart is 
stirred by a noble theme….my tongue is the pen of a skillful writer….lips anointed with 
grace”. 
 
Which comes first, the text or the topic? 
Whilst I almost always preach directly from a bible text, in terms of deciding what to 
preach on, sometimes the text comes first and other times the theme or topic comes first. If 
the later is the case, then you need to find a text from which to preach that theme. For 
example, several weeks back I knew that I should preach into the church being a 
multicultural, diverse new community. I then, after quite a lot of debate, decided to use 
Revelation 5 as my root text, although I would have been equally comfortable using 
several other texts. 
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9 MAKING AN OUTLINE 

 
The outline needs to be Logical, Sequential and Biblical. The preachers understanding 
should enable him to logically build an understanding in the minds of the listeners in a 
“building block” sequential way. 
Just like any good essay, every sermon or talk needs an Introduction, a Body, and a 
Conclusion. An outline may most often have between two and seven main points. 
More than seven is generally to many. 
A very structured outline would look like this: 
 
Title 
Introduction (incl first 50 words) 
Body: Point 1 – often with a scripture 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
Illustration 
Point 2 and scripture 
Sub-points 
Illustration 
Etc etc 
Conclusion 
 
We must preach like sharp shoters, not machine gunners! An over abundance of 
information presented at one hearing often hinders, not help, truth being imparted even if 
it leaves listeners more informed. It can also leave your audience feeling some what shell-
shocked! Eat an elephant one bite at a time. 
 
God calls us to the formation of lives, not the information of minds. 
The more you give in a particular session, the less will be remembered. Points should be 
logical and ordered in logical and biblical sequence. Alliteration and other devices are 
good, but again must make sense and not distract from your purpose. 
 
9.1 ONE MINUTE MESSAGE 
Title: A Steady Gaze! 
Read: Heb 12v2a “Let us fix our eyes on Jesus” 
Explain: 
Apply: 
 
9.2 FIVE-MINUTE MESSAGE 
Title: Free to Run! 
Read: Heb 12v1b “let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin 
that so easily entangles, and let us run with perseverance the race 
marked out for us” 
Explain: 
Apply: 
Explain: 
Apply: 
Explain: 
Apply:  
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10 ILLUSTRATIONS  
 
Everyone loves to listen to a story! Your job is to paint a picture in the minds of the listeners, 
and illustrations play a vital part of painting this picture. Stories or illustrations form life help 
make the point relate to the people and clarify your subject. Jesus was an excellent 
illustrator, much of what we call the gospels today are His illustrations which have been 
recorded. E.g. the “kingdom of Heaven”. 
Matt 13: 5…is like a farmer 
 : 24…is like a sower 
 : 31… is like a mustard seed 
 : 44…is like a treasure 
 : 45…is like a pearl 
 : 47…is like a net 
    _Get it? 
 
Illustrations are to a sermon what windows are to a building. – they must shed light and 
fresh air onto a subject! 
Illustrations should be,  
Simple 
Uncomplicated 
Accessible to the audience 
Not distracting 
It’s no good if 10 minutes later they are still wondering what the illustration meant. 
Illustrations from own experiences work best and let people into your “heart” – they feel 
honored that they know you a little more. – Remember sho Sasha is?! 
 
When using illustrations of others be very careful. Make sure you have that person’s 
consent to tell a story. If you hurt someone, or betray a confidence from the pulpit – they 
will not trust you in private and you have just shot your ministry in the foot! 
 
Jokes also need to be handled with care – know which to tell and which not to. NB As 
Christians we should not have different levels of humor – e.g. I’ll keep this one for the guys! 
If its not Godly – you should not even think it – never mind say it! 
 
Illustrations be they fictional or real life; make the sermon less heavy, they serve as ‘pit 
stops’ in a sermon. They are easily remembered and bring their point closer to home –
eliciting a “that could be me response”. 
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11   OBJECTIVE SERMON PREPARATION 

 
When we prepare a sermon which will be both Pertinent and Prophetic, we must ask 
ourselves a whole bunch of questions. Remember the five W’s and an H? 
Ken Davis uses the following: 
 
Choosing a subject: Pick a card – any card. 
1. - What are the needs of my audience? 
Who are they? – now not last week, year or any pre-conceived idea. 

- What do the expect? – strive to raise their level of expectation. 
- What do they need? – never give in to pressure to give them only what they want to 

hear. E.g. Pharisees. 
 

2. Have I been given a specific mandate? – it is dishonoring to speak outside of the 
time frame and area of request with out at least checking out if you may or not. 
 
3. Do I know enough about my chosen subject to speak intelligently? 
If not – accept the offer and hit the book! 
Decline the offer and recommend another who is better equipped. 
Suggest another topic. 
 
Clarifying your objective: what are you trying to say 
 
This is possibly the most difficult, but most important aspect of preparation for a talk. If your 
subject is too broad, or has no specific purpose, your talk will be aimless and boring. Try to 
sum up what to achieve in one sentence. 
 
1. Write a prepositional statement. 
What are you proposing? – written expressing a single idea in one sentence without the 
word “AND”. E.g. Every Christian can/should love his enemies – now we know what you 
are on about! 
 
2. Question the proposition. 
Ask why or how? 
Asking these questions will lead logically to the body of your sermon. 
 
3. Answer the why or how using a key word and a few main points. 
We should be able to reduce our outlines to this: 
My key word is:  _____________ 
My main points are:   
1. _______________ 
2.  _______________ 
3. _______________ 
4.  _______________ 
 
Sermon preparation can be summarized using SCORRE method. 
Subject   general topic. I want to talk about. 
Central theme particular topic. The aspect I want to focus on. 
Objective  My purpose written in a single sentence. 
Rational  The logical argument. I present the object with. 
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Resources  The sparkle and excitement added by illustrations, actions, 
transparencies, etc. 

Evaluation  Did I hit my target or not? 
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12 HOW YOU PREACH IS CRUCIAL  

 
1)  PREACH ACCURATELY  
“Scratch People Where They Itch”  
“All preaching involves a ‘so what?’” A lecture on the archaeology of Egypt as interesting 
as it might be is not a sermon. A sermon touches life. It demands practical application. 
One way to bore your audience is to tell them things they do not need to hear. Or tell 
them so many things that they never know exactly what it was you said anyway!!  
 
How do you preach accurately?  
A.  Know where people “live” – what are their fears, hopes, dreams, pains, joys.  
B.  Draw them “imaginatively around your preparation desk.”  
C.  Understand the times – what are the collective issues facing all South Africans (or 

wherever you live), now? These, undoubtedly, will affect them too.  
D.  Plan well in advance. Last minute preparation isn’t really worth a minute because 

it’s probably not going to be fresh.  
 
2) PREACH POSITIVELY  
A.  Don’t focus on the negative continually.  
B.  Focus on the positive as much as possible.  

Which of the above statements is a positive statement? A or B?  
Why?  

C.  Write a sermon title on Hell: negatively and then positively  
1. _____________________  
2. _____________________  

 
3) PREACH PASSIONATELY  
Passion is about believing deeply, being convinced and persuaded. If it does not live in 
you, it probably won’t live in them. If you are to light a fire with your preaching, it needs to 
be lit in you first.  
4) PREACH CREATIVELY  
The greater your predictability, the lower your impact.  
The lower your predictability, the higher your impact. - Howard Hendricks  
 
We tend to be predictable and dull, not because we want to, necessarily, but usually 
because we didn’t take the time to think enough ahead in advance. Sing – preach – sing 
– go home. Who said it had to be like that? Shout at the people and sit down. Is that 
preaching? Is a lecture the best way for people to learn? Get creative – you serve a 
creative God!  
 
5)  PREACH AUTHORITATIVELY  
HADDON ROBINSON: “Preaching with authority means you’ve done your homework. You 
know your people’s struggles and hurts. But you also know the Bible and theology. You 
can explain the Bible clearly. Preachers aren’t being authoritarian when they point to the 
Bible. When Billy Graham explains: “The Bible says …” he’s relying, not on his own authority, 
but another – God’s Word – and he shows how that authority makes sense.”  
 
6)  PREACH FOR A VERDICT  
 
What a shocking – unimaginable, irrational - thing it is to lead a church, a cell group, to 
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preach a sermon and never expect any fruit from your labours!  
Preach for a verdict. John Maxwell says, “Take the order!” Imagine a waiter explaining all 
the specials but then never actually taking the order?!! Call the people to something.  
 
Expect your ORTHODOXY (Latin: ortho – “straight”, doxy – “teaching” to result in ORTHO 
(“straight”) PRAXIS (“practice”)  
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13 SIMPLIFY YOUR SERMON: 5 STEPS TO BETTER ENGAGEMENT 
 Nicholas McDonald 
 
No one wants to look stupid. According to studies, the way to look smart is, ironically, to be 
simple. Studies show that authors who write in simple terms are perceived as more 
intelligent by the readers. 
 
We know instinctively that there are two kinds of simplicity: one on this side of complexity, 
and one on the other. Unfortunately, many preachers step into the pulpit without reaching 
the simplicity on the other side. 
 
Simple preaching (or, as the Puritans would say, “plain preaching”), believe it or not, is 
the number one key to holding a congregation’s attention. Once something becomes too 
complex, research shows, people start to tune out. 
Keep it simple, keep it engaging. 
 
That being said, here are some simple ways to keep it simple: 
 
1. Use simple words, define complex words. 
If you’re a pastor, you’ve been in the church for a long time, which means you know a lot of 
complicated words most people don’t. 
Even words we perceive as simple, such as “the trinity,” “covenant” or “communion” are road 
signs that, if left undefined, tell visitors: “You’re not going to understand anything I say.” Listen to 
your last sermon and see if you used any “Christianese” without helping a brother out. 
I know this will hurt my fellow literary friends, but in spoken communication, the vocabulary needs 
to be understood by an eighth grader! 
 
2. Clarify the Roadmap.  
If you want to keep things simple, tell people where you’re going, then go there. 
The most effective way of doing this, according to the research of Chip and Dan Heath, is 
through the use of questions. Guide people through a series of questions, and they’ll know 
how to categorize the information you present and see the careful sequencing of your 
logic. 
Simple, see? 
 
3. Be conversational. 
Rather than giving a sermon as a “presentation,” slow down. 
Talk to people, like you’re having a conversation in the living room. Don’t be afraid to 
pause and think about how to say what you’re going to say next (pauses, in fact, are an 
integral part of riveting communication). 
Speedy communication is a sign of nervousness, and it complicates things for the listeners. 
Rather than pack lots of information into a short amount of time, slow down and 
communicate what is necessary in a thoughtful manner. 
 
4. Find the core idea.  
The roadmap you present needs to be going somewhere—not in six different directions. 
Congregations feel much safer when they are confident they’re being led in a specific 
direction. 
By finding the “core idea” of your message, you’re able to whittle out the extras and give 
your sermon a feeling of purpose and simplicity. 
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5. Practice.  
Simply manuscripting a sermon, though helpful, can actually work against you if you don’t 
take the next step of practicing the sermon vocally. 
Writing is a different form of communication than preaching. 
Writing can be complex—people can stop, reread, look ahead, see the flow. Good 
writing does not, I repeat, does NOT translate into good preaching! 
Verbal communication is a much simpler medium. It’s important to run through a sermon 
vocally, because this helps you to “hear” the sermon and recognize what doesn’t 
translate from a manuscript to real life. 
 
Here’s the process I use: 
 
1.) Outline the sermon. 
 
2.) Manuscript the sermon. 
 
3.) Re-outline the sermon. 
 
4.) Practice the sermon vocally a few times.  
(I try not to “memorize” a sermon—that always comes off stale. Practicing aloud simply 
helps me to hear the different directions I could go, and it almost always forces me to 
reshape the sermon in a way more appropriate to a live audience of listeners.) 
 
5.) Re-outline the sermon. 
This process helps me to whittle my sermon down to the essentials, and prepare for the real 
medium of preaching come Sunday morning. 
If you’d like more on the research behind simple communication or methods for simple 
presentations, check out these helpful links: 
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14  HOW TO TALK GOODER 

 
1.) The first 50 words: 
This is possibly the most neglected part of the sermon, in the first 50 words many in your 
audience will decide whether what is coming is worth while staying awake for! These 50 
words are the most important you speak. Our beginnings should be varied and 
fascinating, leaving our audience waiting in anticipation for what you have to say. In the 
first 50 words we either have to catch their imagination or convince them we are dealing 
with a need which they feel too. Good beginnings are “Close your eyes and imagine..” or 
“Come with me on a journey” or another tact, “God has an answer for..! e.g. stress, tax 
returns of finding Mr. Right – depending on your audience. But most importantly, even the 
best opener, if used to often will become very dry and sleep inducing! 
 
2.) Establishing Rapport: They love me, they love me not? 
Our task is to make contact with that “sea of faces”. To eradicate the infinite distance 
between the pulpit and the front row – not to mention the back row! Two ways toestablish 
rapport are 1- a sense of self confidence, this comes from being well prepared, believing 
your message and most NB being prayed up. 2- personal vulnerability. The people must 
feel you’re communication with them about something that is important to them and not 
just delivering a speech at them. Let them know you’re human. Illustrations Craig 
forgetting his notes when preaching at Coastlands in Port Edward. 
 
3.) A secret formula for results: the triple whammy. 
:Tell them what you are going to say 
:say it. 
:tell them what you have said. 
Let the people know where you are going and they will catch onto your points and 
illustrations far more easily! 
 
4.) Finish on Time, finish on target. 
Ha Ha Ha!... Another sorely neglected part of good sermon preparation. Your 
effectiveness decreases in direct proportion to the number of minutes that you go over 
time. Find out how much time you have, or how long that specific audience will listen for. 
Make the time limit part of your preparation. Be aware of physical realities which effect this 
issue too. E.g. the colder the building the shorter the talk must be, people don’t hear very 
well when their bums become “saddle sore” etc. As preachers we have to weigh up the 
need to say what God has laid on our hearts, how receptive the listeners are and if God is 
emphasizing some points more than others, the trick is to smoothly balance all of these 
and keep them enjoying every minute you do take. 
 
:One thing a preacher should remember for sure = The mind van absorb only what the 
seat can endure.” Insert from… The Treasury of clean church jokes…by Tal D. Bonham 
 
It is always good to tell people when you are winding up. “In closing’, ‘In conclusion’ or ‘let 
me tie this all together” are good expressions to use. This will generally stop people looking 
at their watches and squirming in their chairs. A conclusion should summarize the objective 
of your speech. It is always a good idea to go back to your main illustration and possibly 
your main points. These are the last words you’ll say, and the first they’ll remember if your 
ending is good. But, if you say you are finishing them FINISH! If you don’t you are finished 
any way! 
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As we prepare to share Gods word we must try to prepare as though there is no Holy Spirit 
and preach as though we have no notes. Ian McKellar says: “As you prepare, preach in 
the bath, preach in the car, preach in the toilet, preach to the trees, preach to a mirror, 
etc.” The more we practice our sermon and do all these things to prepare our message, 
the more we will be able to hear what the Holy Spirit is saying while we speak. 
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15  PHYSICAL PREPARATION 

 
The next section may not seem to be very spiritual, as we look at practical issues, but these 
things can cloud & confuse the delivery of the very best messages or keep the hearers 
awake and sane in even the very worst. Physical preparation could compare to the jar 
(bushel!) or stand Jesus refers to when He says, “No one lights a lamp and hides it in a jar or 
puts it under a bed. Instead, he puts it on a stand so that those who come in can see the 
Light.” Luke 8:16 
 
1) Notes 
There are few things worse than a sermon read straight form the speaker’s notes. Growing 
up most of us were read to in bed, to put us to sleep! If we write out our message word for 
word (all 18 & a half pages) in our final draft, there is an overwhelming temptation to read 
from beginning to end. It is most often best to stick to a basic outline as we saw in the last 
session. 
 
The right approach: 
Write out a rough draft a few days before you preach it if possible. Pay special attention to 
the first 50 words, (hook your audience), illustrations (reel them in) and the closing (a 
restatement of the objective, often remembered best). 
As time draws closer and the sermon has time to “rise” or come together in your mind, 
refine your talk, trim and refine your message to the most powerful and vital elements – if 
you don’t have to say something, don’t. This goes for the whole message. 
Finally, reduce it to an outline and main points that you can understand and use casually, 
neither trapping you to your notes nor leaving you wondering “what was this part about” 
As you preach more, you will get to know how many pages of notes you should have for 
10,20 and 30 minutes, etc. 
NB: Don’t try to say too much from too many notes. 
 
Notes should simply be a reminder of where you are going. Only quotations, or specific 
written statements you may wish to read accurately should be written out fully. 
You can use your iPad, phone, A4, A5 paper, index cards, a book, notes scribbled in your 
bibles margin or on your hand. Which ever you use should 1) put you at ease, you are 
comfortable with them; and not be a distraction to your audience. 
 
Whatever your method, have them handy know them well enough to find your place 
Take your time to communicate all your points and main theme/thrust, clearly and with 
power. 
 
2.) Environment 
You are a victim of the external physical realities of where you preach. E.g. 
Lighting: poor lighting = a dark, gloomy room and atmosphere! They need to see your 

eyes to see your heart. 
Harsh lighting = an audience with headaches! Often the preacher is put in 
front of bright window. Rather you look at the distracting object, or light 
source and control yourself, rather than having a distracted audience. 

Venue: the size also sets an atmosphere. At 80% full people feel there is no more 
room, at 20% full they feel though nobody came. (even it it’s 500 people in a 
5000 seat hall. Too full is always better than too empty. Try to make the venue 
warm and intimate no matter the numbers. 
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Interruptions:  
Arrange seating so latecomers enter at the back – distracting to only you. 
At home make sure pets are caged, children taken care of and the phone 
and T.V. are silent when you’re talking. Even one interruption could break the 
whole thrust and lose all your momentum. A few more interruptions that will 
break all you’re tried to achieve. Be ruthless, especially in your own home.  

Room temperature:  
Keep it comfortable. Too hot and people fall asleep or begin to hyper 
ventilate, too cold and they freeze, going more deaf with every degree of 
heat they lose. NB on a cold day: speak quickly, shortly and with much 
enthusiasm and FIRE! A trick is never to preach in a jacket/big jersey – are you 
going to get excited or not? You form the impression, which your hearers will 
have in their minds. 

 
3) DRESS  
Dress is relevant because the message (sermon) is conveyed by the totality of who you 
are, how you are perceived and what you say.  

• Neat, clean  
• Appropriate for the audience, occasion  
• Distraction: avoid flashy clothing  
• Always dress a little smarter than needed 
• The way you dress is a large part of the first impression you make 
• A sloppy attitude to dress or grooming implies a general laziness to life and more 

importantly to our message  
• Preachers are prophets, making timeless words current. Aiming at a current dress 

style indicates an awareness and understanding of the world we live in. Old 
fashioned or out of date clothes imply an out of date message. 

• Be authentic, don't have to slavishly follow the latest fashions, but within your own 
style keep up to date. 

• Being  too trendy or cutting edge in dress will also alienate many of your hearers. 
Aim for a Fresh, Classic look appropriate to who you are, and who your audience is. 

 
 
4) MICROPHONE CRAFT  
Do not be afraid, the mike can not harm you in any way! Rather speak at a normal 
volume and be miked up, than have to try and project for half an hour. You can also use it 
for sound effects! The mike is not an ice cream cone or a snake, neither is the cord a lasso! 

• Speak with the mike angled at +/- 45 toward your mouth; in line with your lips and 
+/- 2-3 inches away from them. Speaking across the mike (ice crem cone) produces 
“popping” sounds. Also don’t hold it under your chin, unless, you’re hoping to pick 
up the sound you’re making through your voice box and throat wall. 

• Start at normal voice and let them set the volume – then when you want to raise or 
soften your voice its simple. If you’re shouting for emphasis lower the mike from your 
mouth, to keep the sound clear, if you’re whispering, speak close to the mike 

• Arrive early and familiarise yourself with the sound system, mic‘s etc.  
• Introduce yourself to the sound technician – ask him specifics, like where is the best 

place to clip the mic, etc. Tell him how you want your levels.  
• Regard the mic as a friend – it is not an enemy.  
• Do not tap the mic, or worse, blow into it and say “is this on?”  
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• Be professional – do not apologise for your ignorance of mic craft –don’t even 
admit it! It distracts your audience, which is the last thing you want to occur before 
you even begin.  

• Adjust your mic to the correct height before you begin!!  
 
 
5) BODY LANGUAGE 
 
“Excuse me sir, I can’t hear a word you’re saying, your body is talking too loudly!” 
 

• Be natural, some change in to the oddest types when they stand to talk.  
• Stand up and relax if you’re comfortable up there, we’ll be comfortable listening to 

you.  
• Beware of either extreme of too little, or too much body movement. NB if you sprain 

a joint or pull a muscle while talking, it will be very hard to continue.  
• Always make eye contact, and keep it throughout. In our culture anything else will 

have people doubting the truth of what you’re saying or turning to see at what you 
are looking at!  

• Don’t you become distracted by anything, you’ll communicate that to the 
audience e.g. the band on the titanic as she began to sink.  

• Always make you’re voice & body, i.e. tone, facial & body expressions match what 
you’re saying! 

• Stand confidently, don't slouch or lean on the pulpit. 
• Only put your hands in your pocket if you mean to come across as casual. 
• If you're feeling nervousness, hold onto the pulpit firmly. 
• Stiff posture implies a stiff message. 

 
 
6) WORDS 
 
Avoid filler words, the meaningless words we put in to our speech. Or words that are so 
bland, they actually sap our emphasis. Ah & Uhm, seem to be the topic of many talks! Also 
beware of “things” & “etc”.What things?, tell us! What else are you not telling us when 
using etc. Don’t just put it at the end of short sentences! 
Other dangers: 
We saw many things… & stuff… 
It was a nice day… 
It was quite exciting…” 
 
Don’t say “I believe”, to often people wonder, well why doesn’t anyone else? 
When you do use it, like Paul did, make sure you look & sound like you do! 
 
7) VOICE 

• Volume – will depend on the size of your audience, hall, pa system etc. Your volume 
must not be a distraction / irritation (too soft or too loud). Use volume creatively. 

• Pronunciation – the act of pronouncing or uttering, articulation. 
• Clarity – people need to know what you’re talking about. 

Speed – speaking too quickly can affect your pronunciation. 
Familiarity – use words your audience will understand and relate to (e.g. teens 
and business people) 
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Naturalness – don’t (EVER, EVER, EVER) assume a “pulpit persona” – be 
yourself but strive to do your best in terms of articulation, pronunciation and 
projection. 

• Vocabulary – your choice of words. 
Appropriate – use words your audience will understand. 
Familiar – use words you understand or you could use them out of context. 
Enrichment – be committed to personal growth in the area of your language 
command. Suggested exercise: Reader’s Digest – “It pays to enrich your word 
power”. Extensive use of dictionaries, especially when reading and you 
stumble on words with which you are not au fait. Crossword puzzles. Line from 
a Prayer by John Piper: “We tremble even to take such glorious truths on our 
lips for fear of dishonouring You with withering and inadequate words.” 

 
Putting it all together 
 
We strive to be an appealing picture that will aid, not frustrate our purpose. Remember, 
we have the most vital message, we cannot let ourselves get in the way of the message. 
All the above; as well as; our dress, style, choice of language & words, must blend to form 
an appealing package which someone will give up part of their time. If we offend, it 
should be like Jesus by the truth we speak, not by our own immaturity or unwillingness to 
change so that His message will be heard with clarity & power. We must decrease, that He 
and His message my increase 
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16  ANOINTING 

 
After focusing on the craft of preaching, we come to the most important ingredient in 
communicating Gods word, His anointing. 
 
Our highest dependence must be on God’s anointing and not our abilities, personality or 
preparation. Having said this, reliance on the anointing does not excuse poor preparation, 
rather it should make us even more diligent. 
 
In the old testament, oil was poured over a person’s head to show that he was chosen for 
a specific task. This anointing with oil was a symbol of Gods separation, favor and release it 
often brought a change in function or office. Oil is symbol of the Holy spirit, and showed His 
presence, enabling and empowering for the task 
 
Dudley Daniel says: “The Anointing is…” 
The person of the holy spirit – He is not just a “force” some how to be used to give us what 
we need, but a personality distinct from, yet 100% part of the God-head. Somehow with 
whom we must cultivate a relationship and interact with as such. 
 
The presence of the Holy Spirit – Him with us, in our midst or in our context, be it meeting or 
situation.  
The power of the Holy Spirit – being released in to our experience, His acts, deliverance, 
healing and refreshing.  
The purpose of the Holy Spirit – to glorify Jesus and the father, to make known the things of 
Jesus, 
 
God’s anointing is a gift. We cannot qualify for it, it is a gift which He gives as He 
determines. We are often anointed for different tasks to each other.  
It is not a competition! 
 
The Anointing is primary the person and presence of the Holy Spirit. So how do we get it 
then? By getting close to Him. The more time we spend in His presence, the greater our 
anointing will be and the greater power and authority our preaching will carry. 
 
As those who do the majority of preaching and teaching it isn’t surprising that an elders 
primary job description is to spend time in prayer and the word. This is the key to an 
increasing closeness of relationship with the Holy Spirit and an increase in His anointing. 
 
Our preparation should be begin with prayer, end with prayer and be interspersed with 
prayer. Not only is this where we get our direction, but where we can continually present 
our unfolding ideas to Him. Beware of the danger of preparation time out weighing prayer 
time. As you pray your sermon back to God, it grips your heart and ministers to your fisrt 
and you are convinced and empowered to share it as His word. 
 
We must first response to our own message. Only His anointing can change out hearts and 
those of others: “I see that hand – oh it’s mine!” 
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17 WHEN THE WHEELS FALL OFF 
 
Face it sometimes we feel less than able to walk on water! We may crash our car, trip over 
the cat, fight with our wife, have half an hour preparation and yet we are still called to 
stand and break open God’s word for His people and not turn and run! What do we do 
then? 
 
1. Any sermon regardless of the content or context, is the product of life time, not few 
hours. We draw on the accumulative experiences and understanding we have gathered 
over years every time we speak. 
2. God’s ability does not depend on our lack of or great amount of preparation time! 
He is a God of grace, who does understand the realities we face day to day. If He can use 
a donkey or some stones, He can use us even when we feel unworthy or unprepared. NB 
this is not an excuse for slackness or bad priorities, but God always forgives us when we 
repent and comes in for us when we are overwhelmed.  
3. “Floating Axe Heads”. It does become easier to cope in this and other situations as 
one gathers experience! We need to make hay while the sun shines when we are able, 
put much time aside for God, jot down sermon ideas or even outlines, continually be 
expectant and ready for God to give you direction for a talk. Joseph’s wisdom in the years 
of plenty was what gave food to the nation in the 7 year of lack. Our people need food 
and God is able to feed despite which season we feel we’re in. 
 
In 2 Kings 6 … an axe head falls into the Jordan while the prophets are chopping wood. 
Elisha throws a stick into the river and the axe head floats. Especially when the wheels fall 
off, we need to trust God that He has placed “a good thing” in us, which is fitting for the 
situarion. Like the axe head, weather we can see it or not; pray that He will make it float, 
come to surface and be the right thing at the right time, to bring blessing to His people. 
 
Remember also, that God is bigger than any circumstance. No matter how bad you feel 
He can come through. We often say that you need to be in the right place with God to 
minister – not carrying baggage like hurt or bitterness or even coldness. This is all true, but 
this is no excuse not to minister. God forgives forgets and moves on, immediately! If you 
feel spiritually out of sorts, it is no excuse to drop you lip, throw a pity party and refuse to 
minister. 
Just get alone with God and make it right with Him. Like David repent and speak to your 
soul. Step into the fullness of your relationship with God and minister out of His strength not 
your own. 
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18  ALL DRESSED UP AND NOWHERE TO GO? 
 
So here we are, ready to take the world by storm. Anointed preachers of God’s word, with 
finely tuned skills – now what? 
 
1.) Calling Everything we do for God needs to come from a sense of His calling to the 

task. Either His specific or general call. e.g. We’re all called to pray, but you 
may be specifically called to pray for someone specific, at a specific time, 
etc. unless we have even a small sense of God’s calling, we won’t stand 
when it gets hard. 

 
2.) Character  

God’s plan primarily is to produce men and women of character, not 
fantastic preachers. The only qualifications of those who preach that Paul 
speaks about, are those of an elder, and all the qualities are those relating to 
character. You may not need to be an elder to preach but you do need to 
be a person of character. Use the time waiting for release to allow God to 
shape a Godly character in you. 

 
3.) Consistency  

Our goal is not to have a ministry, but to serve. Jesus said we’re faithful in small 
things He’ll give us much. While we wait: pray, prepare, hear form God, and 
get ready. He may call on us at any time! Be prepared in and out of season. 

 
4.) Closeness 

Jesus said He knows His sheep and the sheep know His voice. The elders are 
accountable to God for how they shepherd the sheep, this includes what 
they allow the sheep to be fed. As a potential preacher you need to press 
into the elders, get close to them, allow them to “know” you. Only when we 
know your heart, your motives and your character will we allow you to feed 
the sheep. Feeding God’s sheep is no small thing and cannot be taken lightly. 
Apart form this we must be friends before functionaries; we don’t want a 
team of preachers, we want a team of friends, who are called and anointed 
to preach. 

 
5.) Commitment  

If you desire to continue to preach, you need to make a fundamental 
commitment to change and to grow. You cannot expect your listeners to 
change according to God’s word if you don’t. you cannot be a preacher 
unless you are a leader, -as we preach we’re actually leading people. 
Therefore, we need to make the commitment to growth in this area as well, 
using every opportunity to give e.g. gifts, body ministry or testimonies, etc. and 
every opportunity, to lead in such way as to make your Father proud. 

 
Jer 1:7 “Do not say I’m only a child. You must go to every one I send you to and say 
whatever I command you to.” 
 
Mt. 28:20 “And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age.” 
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ADDITIONAL READING  
Preaching Through Adversity: Charles Spurgeon  
By John Piper  
[Adapted from a paper delivered at the Bethlehem Conference for Pastors, January 31, 1995.]  
A Personal Introduction  
Charles Haddon Spurgeon died January 31, 1892 at the age of 57. He had preached 38 years at 
the Metropolitan Tabernacle in London. His life is filled with instruction for Christians, especially for 
pastors.  
Everyone faces adversity and must find ways to persevere through the oppressing moments of life. 
Everyone must get up and make breakfast, and wash clothes, and go to work, and pay bills, and 
discipline children and generally keep life going when the heart is breaking.  
But it is different with pastors-not totally different, but different. The heart is the instrument of our 
vocation. Spurgeon said, "Ours is more than mental work-it is heart work, the labour of our inmost 
soul." So when our heart is breaking we must labor with a broken instrument. Preaching is our main 
work. And preaching is heart work, not just mental work. So the question for us is not just, "How do 
I keep on living when the marriage is blank, when a child has run away, when the finances don't 
reach, and when pews are bare and friends have forsaken me?" No, the question for us is much 
more than, "How do I keep on living?" It is, "How do I keep on preaching?" It's one thing to survive 
adversity; it is something very different to keep on preaching, Sunday after Sunday, month after 
month, when the heart is overwhelmed.  
Spurgeon said to the students of his pastors' college, "One crushing stroke has sometimes laid the 
minister very low. The brother most relied upon becomes a traitor....Ten years of toil do not take so 
much life out of us as we lose in a few hours by Ahithophel the traitor, or Demas the apostate." The 
question for the pastor is not merely, "How do you live through unremitting criticism and distrust 
and accusation and abandonment?" For pastors, the question is also, "How do you preach through 
it?" How does the preacher do heart work when the heart is under siege and ready to fall?  
For the last year that has been perhaps the uppermost question of my life. Inevitably, it will at some 
point be a foremost question in the mind of every pastor. I remember a phone conversation with the 
wife of a faithful, godly pastor. Her husband was under so much criticism and accusation that she 
found it hard to go to church. She marveled that he could preach the previous Sunday morning.  
Preaching great and glorious truth in an atmosphere that is not great and glorious is an immense 
difficulty. To be reminded week in and week out that many people regard your preaching of the 
glory of the grace of God as hypocrisy pushes a preacher not just into the hills of introspection, but 
sometimes to the precipice of self-extinction.  
By that I do not mean suicide. I mean something more complex. I mean the deranging inability to 
know any longer who you are. What begins as a searching introspection for the sake of holiness 
and humility gradually becomes, for various reasons, a carnival of mirrors in your soul: you look in 
one and you're short and fat; you look in another and you're tall and skinny; you look in another and 
you're upside down. Then the horrible feeling begins to break over you that you don't know who 
you are any more. The center is not holding. And if the center doesn't hold-if there is no fixed and 
solid "I" able to relate to the fixed and solid "Thou," namely, God, then who will preach next 
Sunday?  
When the apostle Paul said in 1 Cor. 15:10, "By the grace of God, I am what I am," he was saying 
something utterly essential for the survival of preachers in adversity. If, by grace, the identity of the 
"I"-the "I" created by Christ and united to Christ, but still a human "I"-if that center does not hold, 
there will be no more authentic preaching, for there will be no more authentic preacher, but only a 
collection of echoes.  
O, how fortunate we modern pastors are, that we are not the first to face these things! I thank God 
for the healing history of the power of God in the lives of saints. For the sake of survival every 
pastor should live in other centuries with other saints.  
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I have turned to Charles Spurgeon in these days for help, and I have not been disappointed. My 
purpose in this article is to show how Spurgeon's life and ministry can encourage pastors to keep 
on preaching through adversity.  
 
Why Spurgeon?  
There are 7 characteristics that qualify Spurgeon as a helpful guide to preachers who need 
strength to preach through adversity.  
1st, He Was a Preacher  
First, because Spurgeon was preeminently a preacher. He preached over 600 times before he was 
20 years old. His sermons sold about 25,000 copies a week and were translated into 20 languages. 
The collected sermons fill 63 volumes equivalent to the 27 volume ninth edition of Encyclopedia 
Britannica, and "stands as the largest set of books by a single author in the history of Christianity."  
In the words of his son, Charles, "There was no one who could preach like my father. In 
inexhaustible variety, witty wisdom, vigorous proclamation, loving entreaty, and lucid teaching, with 
a multitude of other qualities, he must, at least in my opinion, ever be regarded as the prince of 
preachers." Spurgeon was a preacher.  
2nd, He Was a Truth-Driven Preacher  
Secondly, Spurgeon was a truth-driven preacher. I am not interested in how preachers deal with 
adversity if they are not first and foremost guardians and givers of unchanging Biblical truth. If they 
find their way through adversity by other means than faithfulness to truth, I turn away.  
Spurgeon defined the work of the preacher like this: "To know truth as it should be known, to love it 
as it should be loved, and then to proclaim it in the right spirit, and in its proper proportions." He 
said to his students, "To be effective preachers you must be sound theologians." He warned that 
"those who do away with Christian doctrine are, whether they are aware of it or not, the worst 
enemies of Christian living...[because] the coals of orthodoxy are necessary to the fire of piety."  
Two years before he died he said: Some excellent brethren seem to think more of the life than of 
the truth; for when I warn them that the enemy has poisoned the children's bread, they answer 
"Dear brother, we are sorry to hear it; and, to counteract the evil, we will open the window, and give 
the children fresh air." Yes, open the window, and give them fresh air, by all means....But, at the 
same time, this ought you to have done, and not to have left the other undone. Arrest the 
poisoners, and open the windows, too. While men go on preaching false doctrine, you may talk as 
much as you will about deepening their spiritual life, but you will fail in it.  
Doctrinal truth was at the foundation and superstructure of all Spurgeon's labors.  
3rd, He Was a Bible-Believing Preacher  
Further, the truth that drove his preaching ministry was Biblical truth, which he believed to be God's 
truth. He held up his Bible and said: These words are God's....Thou book of vast authority, thou art 
a proclamation from the Emperor of Heaven; far be it from me to exercise my reason in 
contradicting thee....This is the book untainted by any error; but it is pure unalloyed, perfect truth. 
Why? Because God wrote it.  
What a difference where this allegiance holds sway in the hearts of preachers and people. I had 
lunch with a man recently who bemoaned the atmosphere of his Sunday School class. He 
characterized it like this: if a person raises a question to discuss, and another reads a relevant 
Bible verse, the class communicates, "Now we have heard what Jesus thinks, what do you think?"  
Where that atmosphere begins to take over the pulpit and the church, defection from truth and 
weakness in holiness are not far behind.  
4th, He Was a Soul-winning Preacher  
There was not a week that went by in his mature ministry that souls were not saved through his 
written sermons. He and his elders were always on the "watch for souls" in the great congregation. 
"One brother," he said, "has earned for himself the title of my hunting dog, for he is always ready to 
pick up the wounded birds."  
Spurgeon was not exaggerating when he said: I remember, when I have preached at different 
times in the country, and sometimes here, that my whole soul has agonized over men, every nerve 
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of my body has been strained and I could have wept my very being out of my eyes and carried my 
whole frame away in a flood of tears, if I could but win souls.  
He was consumed with the glory of God and the salvation of men.  
5th, He Was a Hard-Working Preacher  
Sixthly, I do not look to soft and leisurely men to instruct me how to endure adversity. If the main 
answer is, "Take it easy," I look for another teacher. Take a glimpse of this man's capacity for work:  
No one living knows the toil and care I have to bear....I have to look after the Orphanage, have 
charge of a church with four thousand members, sometimes there are marriages and burials to be 
undertaken, there is the weekly sermon to be revised, The Sword and the Trowel to be edited, and 
besides all that, a weekly average of five hundred letters to be answered. This, however, is only 
half my duty, for there are innumerable churches established by friends, with the affairs of which I 
am closely connected, to say nothing of the cases of difficulty which are constantly being referred 
to me.  
At his 50th birthday a list of 66 organizations was read that he founded and conducted. Lord 
Shaftesbury was there and said, "This list of associations, instituted by his genius, and 
superintended by his care, were more than enough to occupy the minds and hearts of fifty ordinary 
men."  
He typically read six substantial books a week and could remember what he read and where to find 
it. He produced more than 140 books of his own-books like The Treasury of David, which was 
twenty years in the making, and Morning and Evening, and Commenting on Commentaries, and 
John Ploughman's Talk, and Our Own Hymnbook.  
He often worked 18 hours in a day. The missionary, David Livingstone, asked him once, "How do 
you manage to do two men's work in a single day?" Spurgeon replied, "You have forgotten there 
are two of us." I think he meant the presence of Christ's energizing power that we read about in 
Colossians 1:29. Paul says, "I labor, striving according to His power, which mightily works within 
me." "There are two of us."  
Spurgeon's attitude toward sacrificial labor would not be acceptable today where the primacy of 
"wellness" seems to hold sway. He said,  
If by excessive labour, we die before reaching the average age of man, worn out in the Master's 
service, then glory be to God, we shall have so much less of earth and so much more of Heaven!  
It is our duty and our privilege to exhaust our lives for Jesus. We are not to be living specimens of 
men in fine preservation, but living sacrifices, whose lot is to be consumed.  
Behind this radical view point were some deep Biblical convictions that come through the apostle 
Paul's teaching. One of these convictions Spurgeon expressed like this:  
We can only produce life in others by the wear and tear of our own being. This is a natural and 
spiritual law,-that fruit can only come to the seed by its spending and be spent even to self-
exhaustion.  
The apostle Paul said, "If we are afflicted, it is for your comfort and salvation" (2 Cor. 1:6). "Death 
works in us, but life in you" (2 Cor. 4:12). And he said that his own sufferings were the completion 
of Christ's sufferings for the sake of the church (Col. 1:24).  
Another Biblical conviction behind Spurgeon's radical view of pastoral zeal is expressed like this:  
Satisfaction with results will be the [death] knell of progress. No man is good who thinks that he 
cannot be better. He has no holiness who thinks that he is holy enough.  
In other words, he was driven with a passion never to be satisfied with the measure of his holiness 
or the extent of his service (cf. Phil. 3:12). The year he turned 40 he delivered a message to his 
pastors' conference with the one-word title, "Forward!" In it he said,  
In every minister's life there should be traces of stern labour. Brethren, do something; do 
something; DO SOMETHING. While Committees waste their time over resolutions, do something. 
While Societies and Unions are making constitutions, let us win souls. Too often we discuss, and 
discuss, and discuss, while Satan only laughs in his sleeve....Get to work and quit yourselves like 
men.  
I think the word "indefatigable" was created for people like Charles Spurgeon.  
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6th, He Was a Maligned and Suffering Preacher  
The seventh reason that qualifies Spurgeon for this type of study is the fact that he knew the whole 
range of adversity that most preachers suffer-and a lot more. This point deserves some 
elaboration.  
Spurgeon knew the everyday, homegrown variety of frustration and disappointment which every 
pastor experiences from luke-warm church members.  
You know what one cold-hearted man can do, if he gets at you on Sunday morning with a lump of 
ice, and freezes you with the information that Mrs. Smith and all her family are offended, and their 
pew is vacant. You did not want to know of that lady's protest just before entering the pulpit, and it 
does not help you.  
Perhaps even worse are those occasions when frustration is provoked after the service.  
What terrible blankets some professors are! Their remarks after a sermon are enough to stagger 
you....You have been pleading as for life or death and they have been calculating how many 
seconds the sermon occupied, and grudging you the odd five minutes beyond the usual hour.  
It is worse still, Spurgeon says, if the calculating observer is one of your deacons.  
`Thou shalt not yoke the ox and the ass together' was a merciful precept: but when a laborious, ox-
like minister comes to be yoked to a deacon who is not another ox, it becomes hard work to plough.  
In addition to common disappointments, Spurgeon also experienced the extraordinary calamities 
that come once in a lifetime.  
On October 19, 1856 he preached for the first time in the Music Hall of the Royal Surrey Gardens 
because his own church would not hold the people. The 10,000 seating capacity was far exceeded 
as the crowds pressed in. Someone shouted, "Fire!" and there was great panic in parts of the 
building. Seven people were killed in the stampede and scores were injured.  
Spurgeon was 22 years old and was overcome by this calamity. He said later, "Perhaps never soul 
went so near the burning furnace of insanity, and yet came away unharmed." But not all agreed he 
was unharmed. The specter brooded over him for years and one close friend and biographer said, 
"I cannot but think, from what I saw, that his comparatively early death might be in some measure 
due to the furnace of mental suffering he endured on and after that fearful night."  
Spurgeon also knew the adversity of family pain. He had married Susannah Thomson January 8 in 
the same year of the calamity at Surrey Gardens. His only two children, twin sons, were born the 
day after the calamity on October 20. Susannah was never able to have more children. In 1865 
(nine years later), when she was 33 years old she became a virtual invalid and seldom heard her 
husband preach for the next 27 years till his death. Some kind of rare cervical operation was 
attempted in 1869 by James Simpson, the father of modern gynecology, but to no avail. So to 
Spurgeon's other burdens were added a sickly wife and the inability to have more children, though 
his own mother had given birth to seventeen.  
He also knew unbelievable physical pain. Spurgeon suffered from gout, rheumatism and Bright's 
disease (inflammation of the kidneys). His first attack of gout came in 1869 at the age of 35. It 
became progressively worse so that "approximately one third of the last twenty-two years of his 
ministry was spent out of the Tabernacle pulpit, either suffering, or convalescing, or taking 
precautions against the return of the illness." In a letter to a friend he wrote, "Lucian says, `I thought 
a cobra had bitten me, and filled my veins with poison; but it was worse,-it was gout.' That was 
written from experience, I know."  
For over half his ministry Spurgeon dealt with ever increasingly recurrent pain in his joints that cut 
him down from the pulpit and from his labors again and again. The diseases finally took his life at 
age 57 while he was convalescing in Mentone, France.  
On top of the physical suffering Spurgeon had to endure a life time of public ridicule and slander, 
sometimes of the most vicious kind. In April 1855 the Essex Standard carried an article with these 
words:  
His style is that of the vulgar colloquial, varied by rant....All the most solemn mysteries of our holy 
religion are by him rudely, roughly and impiously handled. Common sense is outraged and decency 
disgusted. His rantings are interspersed with coarse anecdotes.  
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The Sheffield and Rotherham Independent said,  
He is a nine days' wonder-a comet that has suddenly shot across the religious atmosphere. He has 
gone up like a rocket and ere long will come down like a stick.  
His wife kept a bulging scrapbook of such criticisms from the years 1855-56. Some of it was easy 
to brush off. Most of it wasn't. In 1857 he wrote:  
Down on my knees have I often fallen, with the hot sweat rising from my brow under some fresh 
slander poured upon me; in an agony of grief my heart has been well-nigh broken.  
His fellow ministers criticized from the right and from the left. Across town, from the left, Joseph 
Parker wrote,  
Mr. Spurgeon was absolutely destitute of intellectual benevolence. If men saw as he did they were 
orthodox; if they saw things in some other way they were heterodox, pestilent and unfit to lead the 
minds of students or inquirers. Mr. Spurgeon's was a superlative egotism; not the shilly-shallying, 
timid, half-disguised egotism that cuts off its own head, but the full-grown, over-powering, sublime 
egotism that takes the chief seat as if by right. The only colors which Mr. Spurgeon recognized 
were black and white.  
And from the right James Wells, the hyper-Calvinist, wrote, "I have-most solemnly have-my doubts 
as to the Divine reality of his conversion."  
All the embattlements of his life came to climax in the Downgrade Controversy as Spurgeon fought 
unsuccessfully for the doctrinal integrity of the Baptist Union. In October 1887 he withdrew from the 
Union. And the following January he was officially and publicly censured by a vote of the Union for 
his manner of protest.  
Eight years earlier he had said,  
Men cannot say anything worse of me than they have said. I have been belied from head to foot, 
and misrepresented to the last degree. My good looks are gone, and none can damage me much 
now.  
He gives an example of the kinds of distortions and misrepresentations that were typical in the 
Downgrade Controversy: : The doctrine of eternal punishment has been scarcely raised by me in 
this controversy; but the `modern thought' advocates continue to hold it up on all occasions, all the 
while turning the wrong side of it outwards.  
But even though he usually sounded rough and ready, the pain was overwhelming and deadly. In 
May of 1891 eight months before he died he said to a friend, "Good-bye; you will never see me 
again. This fight is killing me."  
The final adversity to be considered was the result of all the others-Spurgeon's recurrent battles 
with depression.  
It is not easy to imagine the omni-competent, eloquent, brilliant, full-of-energy Spurgeon weeping 
like a baby for no reason that he could think of. In 1858, at age 24, it happened for the first time. He 
said, "My spirits were sunken so low that I could weep by the hour like a child, and yet I knew not 
what I wept for." http://www.founders.org/FJ23/article1_fn.html - fn48  
Causeless depression cannot be reasoned with, nor can David's harp charm it away by sweet 
discoursings. As well fight with the mist as with this shapeless, undefinable, yet all-beclouding 
hopelessness....The iron bolt which so mysteriously fastens the door of hope and holds our spirits 
in gloomy prison, needs a heavenly hand to push it back  
He saw his depression as his "worst feature." "Despondency," he said, "is not a virtue; I believe it is 
a vice. I am heartily ashamed of myself for falling into it, but I am sure there is no remedy for it like 
a holy faith in God."  
 
How Did Spurgeon Do It?  
In spite of all these sufferings and persecutions, Spurgeon endured to the end, and was able to 
preach mightily until his last sermon at the Tabernacle on June 7, 1891. So the question which 
begs to be asked in studying this man's life and work is, "How did he persevere and preach through 
this adversity?"  
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O, how many strategies of grace abound in the life of Spurgeon! Those selected for this article are 
very limited and personal. The scope of this man's warfare, and the wisdom of his strategies were 
immense.  
Consider first the issue of despondency and depression. If this one can be conquered, all the other 
forms of adversity that feed into it will be nullified in their killing effect.  
 
Belief that God is Sovereign Over Depression  
Spurgeon saw his depression as the design of God for the good of his ministry and the glory of 
Christ. What comes through again and again is his unwavering belief in the sovereignty of God in 
all his afflictions. More than anything else, this kept him from caving in to the adversities of his life. 
He said,  
It would be a very sharp and trying experience to me to think that I have an affliction which God 
never sent me, that the bitter cup was never filled by his hand, that my trials were never measured 
out by him, nor sent to me by his arrangement of their weight and quantity.  
This is exactly the opposite strategy of modern thought, even much evangelical thought, that recoils 
from the implications of infinity. If God is God, He not only knows what is coming, but He knows it 
because He designs it. For Spurgeon this view of God was not primarily an argument for debate, it 
was a means of survival.  
Our afflictions are the health regimen of an infinitely wise Physician. He told his students, I dare say 
the greatest earthly blessing that God can give to any of us is health, with the exception of 
sickness....If some men, that I know of could only be favoured with a month of rheumatism, it 
would, by God's grace mellow them marvelously.  
He meant this mainly for himself. Though he dreaded suffering and would willingly avoid it, he said, 
I am afraid that all the grace that I have got of my comfortable and easy times and happy hours, 
might almost lie on a penny. But the good that I have received from my sorrows, and pains, and 
griefs, is altogether incalculable....Affliction is the best bit of furniture in my house. It is the best 
book in a minister's library.  
He saw three specific purposes of God in his struggle with depression. The first is that it functioned 
like the apostle Paul's thorn to keep him humble lest he be lifted up in himself. He said the Lord's 
work is summed up in these words:  
`Not by might nor by power but by my Spirit, saith the Lord.' Instruments shall be used, but their 
intrinsic weakness shall be clearly manifested; there shall be no division of the glory, no diminishing 
of the honor due to the Great Worker....Those who are honoured of their Lord in public have usually 
to endure a secret chastening, or to carry a peculiar cross, lest by any means they exalt 
themselves, and fall into the snare of the devil.  
The second purpose of God in his despondency was the unexpected power it gave to his ministry:  
One Sabbath morning, I preached from the text, `My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me?' 
and though I did not say so, yet I preached my own experience. I heard my own chains clank while 
I tried to preach to my fellow-prisoners in the dark; but I could not tell why I was brought into such 
an awful horror of darkness, for which I condemned myself. On the following Monday evening, a 
man came to see me who bore all the marks of despair upon his countenance. His hair seemed to 
stand up right, and his eyes were ready to start from their sockets. He said to me, after a little 
parleying, "I never before, in my life, heard any man speak who seemed to know my heart. Mine is 
a terrible case; but on Sunday morning you painted me to the life, and preached as if you had been 
inside my soul." By God's grace I saved that man from suicide, and led him into gospel light and 
liberty; but I know I could not have done it if I had not myself been confined in the dungeon in which 
he lay. I tell you the story, brethren, because you sometimes may not understand your own 
experience, and the perfect people may condemn you for having it; but what know they of God's 
servants? You and I have to suffer much for the sake of the people of our charge....You may be in 
Egyptian darkness, and you may wonder why such a horror chills your marrow; but you may be 
altogether in the pursuit of your calling, and be led of the Spirit to a position of sympathy with 
desponding minds.  
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The third design of his depression was what he called a prophetic signal for the future. This has 
given me much encouragement in my own situation.  
This depression comes over me whenever the Lord is preparing a larger blessing for my ministry; 
the cloud is black before it breaks, and overshadows before it yields its deluge of mercy. 
Depression has now become to me as a prophet in rough clothing, a John the Baptist, heralding 
the nearer coming of my Lord's richer benison.  
I would say with Spurgeon that in the darkest hours it is the sovereign goodness of God that has 
given me the strength to go on-the granite promise that He rules over my circumstances and 
means it for good no matter what anyone else means.  
 
Proper Use of Rest and Nature  
Very practically Spurgeon supplements his theological survival strategy with God's natural means 
of survival-the use of rest and nature. For all his talk about spending and being spent, he counsels 
us to rest, take a day off and open ourselves to the healing powers God has put in the world of 
nature.  
"Our Sabbath is our day of toil," he said, "and if we do not rest upon some other day we shall break 
down." Eric Hayden reminds us that Spurgeon "kept , when possible, Wednesday as his day of 
rest." More than that Spurgeon said to his students,  
It is wisdom to take occasional furlough. In the long run, we shall do more by sometimes doing 
less. On, on, on for ever, without recreation may suit spirits emancipated from this  
"heavy clay", but while we are in this tabernacle, we must every now and then cry halt, and serve 
the Lord by holy inaction and consecrated leisure. Let no tender conscience doubt the lawfulness of 
going out of harness for a while.  
I can testify that the four extra weeks that the church gave me last summer were crucial weeks in 
breathing a different spiritual air.  
And when we take time away from the press of duty, Spurgeon recommends that we breathe 
country air and let the beauty of nature do its appointed work. He confesses that "sedentary habits 
have tendency to create despondency...especially in the months of fog." Then he counsels, "A 
mouthful of sea air, or a stiff walk in the wind's face would not give grace to the soul, but it would 
yield oxygen to the body, which is next best."  
I must speak a personal word to younger ministers. I am finishing my 15th year at Bethlehem and I 
just celebrated by 49th birthday. I have watched my body and my soul with some care over these 
years and noticed some changes. They are partly owing to changing circumstances, but much is 
owing to a changing constitution. One, I cannot eat as much without gaining unhelpful weight. My 
body does not metabolize the same way it used to.  
Another is that I am emotionally less resilient when I lose sleep. There were early days when I 
would work without regard to sleep and feel energized and motivated. In the last seven or eight 
years my threshold for despondency is much lower. For me, adequate sleep is not a matter of 
staying healthy. It is a matter of staying in the ministry. It is irrational that my future should look 
bleaker when I get four or five hours sleep several nights in a row. But that is irrelevant. Those are 
the facts. And I must live within the limits of facts. I commend sufficient sleep to you, for the sake of 
your proper assessment of God and his promises.  
Spurgeon was right when he said, The condition of your body must be attended to...a little 
more...common sense would be a great gain to some who are ultra spiritual, and attribute all their 
moods of feeling to some supernatural cause when the real reason lies far nearer to hand. Has it 
not often happened that dyspepsia has been mistaken for backsliding, and bad digestion has been 
set down as a hard heart?  
 
Prayer and Meditation  
Spurgeon consistently nourished his soul by communion with Christ through prayer and meditation. 
John Owen's book, Communion with God, has nourished me again and again when the soul asked, 
"Can God spread a table in the wilderness?" Spurgeon gave careful attention to his own spiritual 
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life. He warned his students: Never neglect your spiritual meals, or you will lack stamina and your 
spirits will sink. Live on the substantial doctrines of grace, and you will outlive and out-work those 
who delight in the pastry and syllabubs of "modern thought"  
One reason Spurgeon was so rich in language, full in doctrinal substance and strong in spirit, in 
spite of his despondency, physical oppression and his embattlements, is that he was always 
immersed in a great book - six a week. We cannot match that number. But we can always be 
walking with some great "see-er" of God. I walked with Owen most of last year on and off little by 
little and felt myself strengthened by a great grasp of God's reality. Spurgeon demonstrates that the 
key in all good reading of theology is utterly real fellowship with Christ.  
Above all, feed the flame with intimate fellowship with Christ. No man was ever cold in heart who 
lived with Jesus on such terms as John and Mary did of old....I never met with a half-hearted 
preacher who was much in communion with the Lord Jesus.  
In many ways Spurgeon was a child in his communion with God. He did not speak in complex 
terms about anything too strange or mystical. In fact, his prayer life seems more business-like than 
contemplative.  
When I pray, I like to go to God just as I go to a bank clerk when I have a cheque to be cashed. I 
walk in, put the cheque down on the counter, and the clerk gives me my money, I take it up, and go 
about my business. I do not know that I ever stopped in a bank five minutes to talk with the clerks; 
when I have received my change I go away and attend to other matters. That is how I like to pray; 
but there is a way of praying that seems like lounging near the mercy seat as though one had no 
particular reason for being found there.  
This may not be entirely exemplary. It may dishonor the Lord to treat him like a bank clerk rather 
than like a mountain spring. But it would be a mistake to think that Spurgeon's business-like 
praying was anything other than childlike communion with his Father. The most touching 
description I have read of his communion with God comes from 1871 when he was in terrible pain 
with gout.  
When I was racked some months ago with pain, to an extreme degree, so that I could no longer 
bear it without crying out, I asked all to go from the room, and leave me alone; and then I had 
nothing I could say to God but this, "Thou are my Father, and I am thy child; and thou, as a Father 
art tender and full of mercy. I could not bear to see my child suffer as thou makest me suffer, and if 
I saw him tormented as I am now, I would do what I could to help him, and put my arms under him 
to sustain him. Wilt thou hide they face from me, my Father? Wilt thou still lay on a heavy hand, 
and not give me a smile from thy countenance?"...So I pleaded, and I ventured to say, when I was 
quiet, and they came back who watched me: "I shall never have such pain again from this moment, 
for God has heard my prayer." I bless God that ease came and the racking pain never returned.  
If we are going to preach through adversity we will have to live in communion with God on such 
intimate terms-speaking to him our needs and our pain, and feeding on the grace of his promises 
and the revelations of God's glory.  
 
Meditation on Eternity  
Spurgeon rekindled the zeal and passion to preach by fixing his eyes on eternity rather than the 
immediate price of faithfulness. The apostle Paul saw that the outer nature was wasting away. 
What kept him going was the abiding assurance that this momentary affliction was working for him 
an eternal weight of glory. Therefore he looked to the things that are eternal (2 Cor. 4:16-18). So 
did Spurgeon.  
O brethren, (he said to his pastors' conference) we shall soon have to die! We look each other in 
the face to-day in health, but there will come a day when others will look down upon our pallid 
countenances as we lie in our coffins....It will matter little to us who shall gaze upon us then, but it 
will matter eternally how we have discharged our work during our lifetime.  
When our hearts grow faint and our zeal wavers for the task of preaching he calls us to meditate 
with deep solemnity upon the fate of the lost sinner....Shun all views of future punishment which 
would make it appear less terrible, and so take off the edge of your anxiety to save immortals from 
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the quenchless flame....Think much also of the bliss of the sinner saved, and like holy Baxter derive 
rich arguments for earnestness from "the saints' everlasting rest"...There will be no fear of your 
being lethargic if you are continually familiar with eternal realities.  
Spurgeon took the long view when it came to his own persecution. In the Downgrade controversy 
he said: Posterity must be considered. I do not look so much at what is to happen to-day, for these 
things relate to eternity. For my part, I am quite willing to be eaten of dogs for the next fifty years; 
but the more distant future shall vindicate me. I have dealt honestly before the living God. My 
brother, do the same.  
To keep on preaching in storm of adversity, you must look well beyond the crisis and feelings of the 
hour. You must look to what history will make of your faithfulness and most of all to what God will 
make of it at the last day.  
 
Peace with Himself  
For Spurgeon a key to his perseverance in preaching through adversity was that he had settled 
who he was and would not be paralyzed with external criticism or internal second-guessing. One of 
the great perils of living under continual criticism is that this is a constant call for you to be other 
than what you are. And, in fact, a humble saint always wants to be a better person than he is. But 
there is a great danger here of losing your bearings in sea of self-doubt; not knowing who you are; 
not being able to say with Paul, "By the grace of God I am what I am" (1 Cor. 15:10). Spurgeon felt 
this danger keenly.  
In comparing one ministerial identity with another he reminded other pastors that at the last supper 
there was a chalice for drinking the wine and there was a basin for washing feet. Then he said: I 
protest that I have no choice whether to be the chalice or the basin. Fain would I be whichever the 
Lord wills so long as He will but use me....So you, my brother, you may be the cup, and I will be the 
basin; but let the cup be a cup, and the basin a basin, and each one of us just what he is fitted to 
be. Be yourself, dear brother, for, if you are not yourself, you cannot be anybody else; and so, you 
see, you must be nobody....Do not be a mere copyist, a borrower a spoiler of other men's notes. 
Say what God has said to you, and say it in your own way; and when it is so said, plead personally 
for the Lord's blessing upon it.  
And, I would add, plead personally for the Lord's purifying blood upon it too, because not even our 
best labors are untainted. But the weight of this truth must not paralyze the preacher with fear of 
man and doubt of self.  
Eleven years later in 1886 Spurgeon struck the same anvil again: Friend, be true to your own 
destiny! One man would make a splendid preacher of downright hard-hitting Saxon: why must he 
ruin himself by cultivating an ornate style?... Apollos has the gift of eloquence; why must he copy 
blunt Cephas? Every man in his own order.  
Spurgeon illustrates with his own struggle to be responsive to criticism during the Downgrade 
controversy. For a season he tried to adapt his language to the critics. But there came a time when 
he had to be what he was.  
I have found it utterly impossible to please, let me say or do what I will. One becomes somewhat 
indifferent when dealing with those whom every word offends. I notice that, when I have measured 
my words, and weighed my sentences most carefully, I have then offended most; while some of my 
stronger utterances have passed unnoticed. Therefore, I am comparatively careless as to how my 
expressions my be received, and only anxious that they may be in themselves just and true."  
If you are to survive and go on preaching in an atmosphere of controversy, there must come a point 
where, having done your best to weigh the claims of your critics and take them to heart, you must 
now say, "By the grace of God, I am what I am." There must be an end to the deranging second-
guessing that threatens to destroy the very soul.  
 
Confidence in Christ's Victory  
In the final analysis, the strength to go on preaching in the midst of adversity and setbacks came 
for Spurgeon from the assured sovereign triumph of Christ. Near the end of his life (1890) in an 
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address to his pastors' conference, he compares adversity and the eclipse of truth to the ebbing 
tide.  
You never met an old salt, down by the sea, who was in trouble because the tide had been ebbing 
out for hours. No! He waits confidently for the turn of the tide, and it comes in due time. Yonder 
rock has been uncovered during the last half-hour, and if the sea continues to ebb out for weeks, 
there will be no water in the English Channel, and the French will walk over from Cherbourg. 
Nobody talks in that childish way, for such an ebb will never come. Nor will we speak as though the 
gospel would be routed, and eternal truth driven out of the land. We serve an almighty Master....If 
our Lord does but stamp His foot, He can win for Himself all the nations of the earth against 
heathenism, and Mohammedanism, and Agnosticism, and Modern-thought, and every other foul 
error. Who is he that can harm us if we follow Jesus? How can His cause be defeated? At His will, 
converts will flock to His truth as numerous as the sands of the sea....Wherefore be of good 
courage, and go on your way singing [and preaching!]: 
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